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Black History Pageant Dancers
To Perform In Tampa
as its speakers, General Colin

ST. PETERSBURG-Pres-

mons also was cited for his help

who performed in the Black Powell, chairman of America’s
History Pageant production Promise the Alliance for Youth,
held at the Mahaffey Theater and Governor Lawton Chiles.
on February 8 of this year, will It is being sponsored by the
perform Saturday, May 30 in Florida Commission on Com

ident and CEO of the Pinellas
County Urban League, has

many years. In the printed pro

Tampa at the Tampa Conven
tion Center at a rally and cele

munity Service and Allstate

Trustees.

Insurance Company.
This honor for the Black
Histoiy Pageant dancers may
be credited to its choreographer

The presentation was by
Board Chairman Pamela Jo
Davis during the SPJC gradua
tion ceremonies held May 9th

Faith Settles, who was the

at Bayfront Center Arena in

population.
Simmons, a native of

dance instructor for several

downtown St. Petersbuig.
The Chairman’s Award

Murfreesboro, Tenn., enlisted
in the U.S. Air Force after high

recognizes individuals in the
community who have brought
honor and respect to the col
lege and the community

school and served for 12 years.
In 1996, he began his career in

TAMPA-Some 20 dancers

bration entitled Florida’s
Promise for Youth. The Black
History Pageant is sponsored
by Bethel Community Baptist
Church, the Rev. Manuel L.
Sykes, pastor. Peggy Peterman
is

A Credit Plan For You!
No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!

founder/director of the

pageant and Faith Settles is the
pageant choreographer.
This rally, which is part of
President’s Qinton’s Summit
for America’s Future, will have

Faith Settles

Urban League's Simmons
Receives Chairman's Award

dance routines that were per
formed at the Mahaffey. Not
only are these young dancers,
ranging in age from 10 to 18
dancers, they are also actors
and actresses.

Please see pg. 2

received the Chairman’s Award
from the St. Petersbuig Junior
College District Board of

through outstanding achieve
ments in their careers. Sim

to the college over a period of
gram, specific mention was
made of the leadership he has
provided in making studies at
SPJC’s Caruth Health Educa
tion Center more accessible
and successfril for members of
the Tampa Bay area’s minority

social services, and studied at
both Hillsborough Community
College and the University of

Please see pg. 2

James O. Simmons,

THe Weekly CHhllenger

WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A “BEGGAR RACE’
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ST. PETERSBURG/TAMPA

AchievcmentlsCool

Senior Hall Of Fame Inductee

65,000 churches of the Congress of National Black Churches,

by Dianne Speights
ST. PETERSBURG-In the

According to the Washing
ton Post, Taking Time to Give

Achievement fe cool.

has made a start in expanding the efforts many of us have car

Old Testament, God’s message

That’s one way of characterizing the goal cfour Campaign

ried on individually for years,

to the patriarch Abraham was,

Time,” by Neal Karen, Good
ness makes claims. It must be

bv Hugh B, Price

J• ,

for African-American Achievement, the national effort we raid

Tbe honors group fe modeled on ihe McKnight Achievers

“you are blessed to be a bless

a broad-based coalition of black religious, professional, fiater-

Society established a decade ago by Dt Israel Tribble, Jr, pres

nal, and civic oiganizations have launched to inspire more:

ident of the Tampa-based Florida Education Fund and an

ing.” For me this statement
sums up the rightful relation

; Urban League trustee.,That program has inducted a total of

ship between receiving and

African-American youngsters to strive to do well in school.
Recently We held our. inaugural induction ceremony for the
Thuigood Marshall Achievers Society, our Campaign’s honor
society, which, of course, fe named after the late dvil rights
hero and United States Supreme Court Justice.
ln twenty-seven cities across

14,000 black youngsters throughout the state.
I was in Washington,

D.C, recently,

along with General

Colin L. Powell, (U.S. Army-ret.) and Justice Marshall’s son,

Thuigood Marshall Jr., at the ceremonies at Metropolitan Bap

the countiy, local Utbaft

tist Qiurch, a pillar of strength for its inner-city neighborhood.:

League affiliatesjoined with our partners'local representatives:

We all saw the excitement on tbe faces of the 24 students we

to honor more than 2,200 elementary and high school-aged

inducted and witnessed their acceptance of the responsibility

youth. Each youngster received a certificate attesting to their

General Powell charged them with.

induction in tiie Achievers Society and a jacket with the Soci- i
ety’s Iqgo designed by the talented young fashion designer,
Karl Kani.
want our youth to believe.that achievement fe cool. A&
in “hip”. As in desirable. As tn gtxxl
Millions of black youth already know that and are acting i

Our inductees, from schools in and around the District of
Columbia, told us

feey got the message.

expressed. It must be used...the
man who knows he could help
others but helps only himself
will ultimately not be able to
live with himself...What we do

giving between beliefs and
action. This statement also
sums up the characteristic of
Frederick Coward one of the
most sharing people anyone
could ever meet. He has given
over ten years of service to the
boys and girls in several
schools in south Pinellas Coun

not use is wasted; what we do
not share we cannot keep.”
Coward, a native of
Panama City, Florida is a
retired attorney and through
good health and sickness he has
remained committed to helping
students increase their ability to
be productive citizens.

ty-

Melody Shaw, a ninth grader at Washington's Patricia

Giving much praise to

Roberts Harris Education Center, said, “ I think we are setting

Coward fe Nancy Harrell, the

a good example fis- students who come behind us. We’re

Community

showing them that if they want to excel in school, they really

Coordinator at Melrose Ele

on it. They ’re the ones who are doing well in school - who are

Last month the City of

Fred Coward, Esq.

StPetersbuig also recognized

seriously.”

the service of this gentle giant
by inducting him to “The

“Each of us has been given
unique abilities, talents, and

Senior Hall of Fame.” The

Involvement

mentary. “Fred Coward has

Program and Tutor for the other
students. He takes special inter
est in the students’ lessons as
well as the basic procedures

Heavenly Hyder Houston Hicks, a junior at Central High

worked as a volunteer at Mel

School in Prince Geoige’s County, Maryland, called the cere

rose for over seven years, he

We want to celebrate those youngsters, and use their myri

mony “a very moving experience for me. The (Achievers)

works every Tuesday and

ad examples to persuade more their peers that they, too, can

Society fe a good place for youngAfricanAmericans to be able

Wednesday from ten to eleven

Weekly Challenger sends
congratulations to Fred
and routines or the volunteer
Coward on giving of himself
program. He is conscientious when we share them with oth unselfishly.

shape their own future- by acting on the principle that achieve

toexvel.”

as a Mentor for the Doorways

and takes his mentoring very

flexing their intellects and developing the discipline and
scholastic skills they need to prepare tor their friture.

The responsibility of US adults- parents, educators and reli

ment fe cool.

of couise, fe

gious, civic and political leaders-is to make sure that we build,

hardly something new. Its zealous pursuit has both a corner

as General Powell told tiie inductees Saturday, "‘a community

stone and a guiding star of African Americans’ vtay existence

of adults who will help you achieve to the best of your ability.”

Our emphasis on educational achievement,

That idea, as f’ve written before, is the ote pillar of the

in this land.
But we want to emphasize that it must become even more

Campaign tor African-American Achievement We adults

so if African Americans as a group are to prosper in the twen-

intend to help young people follow their natural inclinations to

.ty-first centuiy. More of our youngsters must understand the

tiy to do their best by improving disorganized learning envi

frill meaning of the expression found in so many 19th century

ronments where necessary, and by indicating to our youth that

memoirs of former slaves who had educated themselves: I

we expect the best of tiiem.

studied because Ifound that knowledge is power. The meaning
of those words is even more profound now.
Our coalition, which includes tiie eight denominations and

The students that we’ve inducted into the Thuigood Mar
shall Achievers Society are evidence that many of our youth
expect no less of themselves.

Clarisa F. Howard-NAWBO’s
1998 Businesswoman Of The Year
ANGELES-Presi-

building a strong cohesive

dent and CEO of bd Systems,

team a company can support a

Inc. Clarisa F. Howard, was

30% annual growth plan, as
well as provide valuable and

LOS

honored with the distinguished
Year Award by the National

quality support to the commu
nity while achieving truly

Association of Women Busi

rewarding milestones.”

ness Owners during the 12th
Annual NAWBO-LA Awards

Mrs. Howard was recog
nized by The National Associa

Luncheon. This year’s lun

tion of Women Business Own

cheon was held at the Westin
Bonaventure Hotel in Los
Angeles.

ers tor her demonstrated excel
lence as a business owner, her
initiative and creativity in over

“I am deeply honored to

coming obstacles in business,

1998 Businesswoman of the

Clarisa F. Howard

BRAINTREE, MA-Sixty- borrowers have student loan ments are falling through the
nine percent of African-Ameri payments that are greater than cracks for financial reasons.” '
Data showed that the aver
cans who enrolled in college 15 percent of their monthly
but did not finish said they left income, and 60 percent of these age student loan debt level,
because of high student loan borrowers wish they had bor from a population of approxi
debt as opposed to 43 percent rowed less. “That 69 percent of mately 65 percent undergradu
of white students who cited the African-American students ate borrowers and 35 percent
same. What’s more, 59 percent who drop out of college cite graduate borrowers, increased
of African-American student high student loan debt- as the from $8,200 in 1991 to
loan borrowers feel extremely reason is a statistic we need to $18,800 in 1997 (median debt
or very burdened by their stu pay attention to,” said was $13,000). The average
dent loan payments, according Lawrence O’Toole, president debt level for African-Ameri
to the results of the National and chief executive officer of can student^ was $16,800. Bor
Student Loan Survey conduct Nellie Mae. “In an era when rowers skid that their college
ed by Nellie Mae, country’s our higher education institu education debt is causing them
laigest nonprofit provider of tions are striving to diversity to delay starting families, pur
their student bodies and better chasing homes and making
student loans.
In addition, 17 percent of reflect the makeup of our pop other major life decisions. The
African-American student loan ulation in general, laige seg- survey included responses

PINELLAS COUNTYAll high school graduations
will be Thursday, June ,4.
Below are the times and loca

award that truly recognizes that
commitment and persisted

involvement and contributions,
and her outstanding profession

Charles Beauchamp Memorial

efforts to succeed can be

al accomplishments and contri

Stadium, 924 58th St. S., Gulf

achieved by a minority-temale
owner,” says Mrs. Howard.
"This award recognizes that by

butions.

tions for each high school:

Boca Cieea High. 7 p.m at

port;

Clearwater High, 7 p.m.
Please see pg. 2

from

1,098 undergraduate,

graduate, vocational and pro
fessional student loan borrow
ers who began repaying their
loans between January 1993
and July 1996. African-Ameri
can accounted for five percent
of all respondents.
To address the issue of stu
dent loan debt burden, Nellie
Mae encourages greater debt
management education for bor
rowers, employer assistance in
repaying employees’ student
loans, and college and universi
ty financial aid packages that
are not heavily comprised of
loans.

Pinellas County School Graduation

her civic and community

this

ers,” Coward expressed.

African-American Students
Feel Weight Of Loan Debt

distinguished

receive

opportunities. The true joy of
these gifts is only realized

at Jack White Stadium, 540 S.

Hercules Ave., Qeaiwater;
Countryside High. 11:30

Lakewood High. 7 p.m. at
Spartan Stadium, 1400-54th

a.m. at Bayfront Center Arena;

Ave. S., St. Petersburg;

Dixie Hollins High 2 p.m.
at Bayfront Center Arena;

Dunedin High, 4:00 p.m.

Largo High, 7:30 p.m. at
Packer Stadium, 410 Missouri
Ave., Largo;

Pinellas Park High. 9 a.m.
at Bayfront Center Arena;

St Petersburg High. 8
p.m. at Stewart Field, 2501
Firth Ave. N., St. Petersbuig;

.Seminole High. 7 p.m. at

Northeast High. 7 p.m. at
East Lake High, 10 a.m. at Bayfront Center Arena;

Warhawk Stadium, 8401131st

Osceola High. 7 p.m. at

Tarpon Springs High. 7

Gibbs High. 4:30 p.m at Warrior Stadium, 9751 98th St.

p.m. at Sponger Field, 1411

at Ruth Eckerd Hall;
Ruth Eckerd1 Hall;

Bayfront Center Arena;

N., Laigo;

N., Seminole and;

Gulf Road, Tarpon Springs.
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PCUL Helps In Reaching
Employment Goals

Community Bulletin Boar

vision in a rather laige market

Her persistence finally paid
Along the way she ran into sev off. She was hired by Shawn
eral road blocks. She explains, Portmann,
“it’s a good
“I knew qualified people resource for finding qualified
whose job search took many candidates such as Zaneta.” He
months and sometimes over a adds, her passion for broadcast
year. I was enthusiastic because ing, coupled with her back
of all the new opportunities that ground, made her the perfect
would present themselves to candidate.” In partnership with
me, however, I still felt trepida many of the countiy's leading
tion knowing my field was employers, the Urban League
very competitive.”
continues to be a thriving force
Hubbard received her for those in the community
Bachelors Degree from the seeking work opportunities.
University of Notre Dame and This was especially true for
completed her Masters at Hubbard who acknowledges,
Northwestern
University. “It would have been harder for
Given her academic credentials me to find such a great oppor
and work experience in the tunity without the help and sup
Zaneta Hubbard
smaller Fort Myers market she port of the Uiban League.”
would seem to have a compet
For your job search, contact
ST.
PETERSBURGTwenty-eight year old itive advantage. Still she was the Pinellas County Urban
Assistance in finding a job may Zaneta Hubbard, relocated to unable to secure employment. League at 333-31st Street
be closer than you may think St. Petersbuig after her hus “I knew someone would hire North in SL Petersbuig or visit
Especially for one job seeker band got the great news of a me,” says Hubbard. “I scoured the Omni Center in Laigo at
who found her niche with the promotion.. Although Hubbard the newspapers, called job 1801-119th Street North.
help of the Pinellas County was excited about the move,
Uiban League Minority Skills she also knew that it would be
Bank.
a challenge to find a job in tele-

member.
She met and married James
Jones and together they raised a
beautiful daughter, Helen.
Helen has made it her mission
to care for her mother.
Edith Jones has been the
' glue of the Haywood family

by James Thorpe

A Night of Celebration
Honoring the 85th Birthday
Edith Jones was bom to the
union of the late Willie Lee
Haywood and Annie Hay
wood. She was bom in Gulf-

The entire family agreed
that the home of (sister) is what
she is called by her femily,
even her daughter has been the
meeting place throughout the
years. They have gathered for
many good times, as well a
some sad times.
Edith (sister) Jones is

throughout the years. Several respected and loved by her
of the family who had been entire femily, her soft spoken
diagnosed with terminal illness words of wisdom has helped to

port, Mississippi on May 23,
was welcome to spend their last shape all of their lives. Along
1913.
She moved to Ocala where days at her home where she with the femily, we all love you
she has lived for the past 69 provided loving care and com and we wish you many more
years. She is a member of fort until the Lord called them wonderful and blessed birth
days.
Greater Hopewell and to this home.

Clarisa F. Howard
from pg. 1

May the good Lord contin
ue to smile upon you.

Queen Victory Lodge #50
At the lodge last meeting of

xt

ax
WitH
aW3rd istrationHoward leads M
NAWBO recognizes Mrs. Systems, Inc. as one of the
Howard as one of its members strongest engineering and

surprises and works aggressively to resolve issues before
they become a problem. Cus-

year, 1997, James Thorpe was
installed as Woiship Master,

who is a successful entrepre- infoimation technology busi-

tomerperfoimance evaluations

Robinson, Senior Warden;

neur and who serves as an ness in the countiy. Over the

consistently rank bd as a top

inspiration for other business past 15 years, bd Systems, Inc.

performer.

Lamonia Samuel, Junior War
den, Vinston Youmens, Secre

owneis. Mis Howard’s dedi- has grown from a 2 person
The National Association
cated leadership, commitment operation to over 300 employ- of Women Business owneis is
and contributions to business
at 20 locations nationally, an oiganization of 60 chapteis
and the community continue to and over $30 million in annual nation-wide and an intemationpromote the advancement of revenues, bd has an impeccable

al association which represents

women and minonties.
reputation for high quality, rea- over 30 countries. There are
Coiporate leadeiship marks sonable cost, and fair business over 314,000 women business
Mrs. Howard’s professional practices which is a direct result owners in the greater Ins
background in financial man- of Mrs. Howard’s strong work Angeles area, over 1 million
agement, strategic business
planning, .business operations

ethic. In addition, its customers women business owneis in
value bd as a firm tliat gets the California, an over 8 million

and effective personnel admin- job done, as planned, with no womembusiness owneis in the
U.SA

Simmons Receives

other member are: Qeveland

tary, Jimmie Johnson, Treasure,
Lester Kinsler, Junior Deacon,
Howard Mullen, Senior Dea
con and Nicholas Baptist,
lyier.
This year’s installation was
conducted by Bro. C.H. Hathcock, Sr., District Deputy,
Alachua, Florida.

returned to Florida to assume

the slaves, former slaves and

leadership of Pinellas County’s

descendants of slaves began to

growth - from a $50,000 plan

Urban League. He has seen the

oiganize and build black

ning agency to a major
da International University.
city/country
operation with a
Working for the City of
$17-million
annual budget.
Tampa, he established the

league grow from three staff
members to its current 38 with

churches. One such church was

When he left the Manpower
the Model Cities Resident Staff CETA Consortium, it was rated
Development Training Pro by the U.S. Department of
Housing Counseling Center,

Labor as one of the top 14 such

Development Program. As programs in the countiy.
He served briefly as the
manpower director for the
Tampa/Hillsborough County executive director of the
Manpower Consortium, he led Orange County (California)
Manpower Commission, then

three office locations through

from pg. 11

The pageant is
now 20 years old with some 15

graduate of Northeast High

or so volunteers who work

School and is presently a junior

from September to February

at the University of South
Florida. She always wanted to

with an average of 70 young

be a professional dancer mid

people.
Ms. Settles, who calls her

has been dancing since she
was 5 years old. She has taken

self an Army brat, was bom in

professional classes in several

New York, but also lived in

states, and has performed in
Germany. Ms. Settles was a

Dakota and Louisiana. She is a

student of Reginald Yates. Ms.
Settles is also an actress and

that of the Ramah Missionary
Baptist Church of Bellview,

out the county.
Among his awards are a

Florida which was organized

Presidential Citation and the

torate of the Rev. P.R. Ander

Air

son.
The first church was con

Force

Commendation

Medal. He is listed in Who’s

and built in 1892 under the pas

Who Among Black Americans
and Simmons-Bowers Com

structed on the site where it

munity Park in Hillsborough

inal church building was

County is named in his honor.

demolished and the main edi

Black HistoryV Pageant
o1

t

Puerto Rico, California, North

Gospel Extrauaganz
May 30th at 7:00 p.m.'
Tri-County News, P. 9

Lupus Association
Suncoast Chapter Meetinq

Tuesday June 2nd from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
see p. 15

Ik

Be fl Part of lt! UOLUNTEER

“Dau of Seruice”
May 2!T, 1998

Call 893-1140

Join Ret. Gen. Colin L. Powell as Florida celebrates seruice and youth
at the Florida's Promise for Vouth Summit in Tampa on May 38th
Hosted by the Florida Commission on Community Seruice and spon
sored by the Allstate Insurance Company

Presented By Publix Supermarkets

inclement weather - even when May 14,1998, the newly elect
a couple of times rain was in ed officers for the VFW Post
sight but never reached the 7193 were installed.
worshipping congregation.
James Curley Jr. a Vietnam
Some other known origi decorated combat veteran will
nal oiganizers and members at serve as Post Commander. Mr.
the time included William Curley is a Marion County
Brown, Abraham Brown, Isaac native and is currently
Brown, Jim Simmons and Mr. employed by United Parcel
Tate.
Service. He spent 10 years
Some of the known fami active duty in the United States
lies belonging to the Ramah Marine Corp and served 2 tours
Missionary Baptist Church in of duty in Vietnam.
the 1800 and early 1900 includ
Other VFW members
ed the Brown families, Sim installed included Rufus Fuce
mons family, Perkins family, as Sr. Vice Commander, Alvin
Tate family, Hall family, Gard McCants Jr. as Vice Comman

Before

ner family, Johnson family, der, Raymond Weathers as
Nunn family, Blackwell family

Chaplain, Frank Sears a charter

Summers family, Daniel fami member off Post 7193’ will
ly, Stuckman family (Joe), serve as Post Advocate. Also
Warmick family, Faison family recently installed, Willie Wynn
and the Graham (J.P.) family. as Post Suigeon and Ralph
Some children and descendants Crosky was re-elected as Quar
of these families are still active termaster/
ly serving today at Ramah.
The Trustees for Post 7193
The new sanctuary will seat are Alphonso Duncan, Willie
approximately 350 to 400 indi Walker and Charles Shelton.
viduals. God also blessed this Past Commander Ben Mathis
new edifice to have “state of the will serve as Adjutant.

After

art” equipment, furnishings and
This years installation was
comfort. The Ramah Mission conducted by Edmond Ford
ary Baptist Qiurch member ham, Post 7193’s former Com
ship is very proud and thankful mander.
for the blessings God bestowed
upon them in the late 1900’s
106 years after it was first

YOU can make

anointed and sanctioned by

a difference!

with/pix before/after
God.
Ramah Missionary Bap
tist Church
VFW Post 7193 Installs
Dedication Celebration
Officers for 1998-1999
1892-May 1998
At the meeting held on
106Years

South Florida. He received his that department’s activities
Bachelor ofTechnology degree through a period of rapid

gram and the Human Resource

GRADS

Help support
our paper by
patronizing our
advertisers!

Edith Jones (Aunt Sisiter)

Twenty-five of thirty years
following the Emancipation of

from pg. 1

in Labor Relations from Flori

i

lines, used the Internet and took
advantage of other career coun
seling centers.”
- date she serves as a faithful

Ocala
News

Happy DaystoVbu

pertormed

in

SISTAH

stands today. In 1946, the orig

fice that still stands was con
structed under the pastorate of
Rev. O. Van Pinkston. It must

SONGS. She performed with

be noted that during the demo
lition and construction of what

the African American Dance

was called the “new church”, at

Ensemble with Chuck Davis,

that time, Rev. Pinkston and the

and the Dundu Dole West
African Ballet.

congregation worshiped on

To get a better
idea of what kind
of person wins the
Florida Lotto jackpot,
look in the minor.
Over the past nine years, more than 450 people just like
you have become Florida Lotto jackpot winners. For your
chance at winning, get your Florida Lotto ticket today

first and third Sundays outside

The Black Histoiy Pageant

under a big tree. During this

orientation will begin in Sep

period of time, God smiled

F L O R I D A

tember for young people ages

upon them always providing

10 to 21.

good weather on their worship

LOTTO

For further information call
822-7674 or 327-9869.

days. Worship seivice never
had to be canceled because of

Who’s next?
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Record Settlement A Notice
To Housing Lenders-----------

by Tony Jones_____

minorities."

The settlement an
nouncement was timed to

moderate income borrow
ers.

America Initiative. Cuomo
has pledged to double the

The U.S. Census Bur

number of enforcement ac
tions HUD takes against

The Weekly Challenger Office:

2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(813) 896-2922

opment (HUD) recently set
tled the largest housing dis
crimination allegations in

report targeting the nation's
capital, concluded that the

A U.S. Conference of
Mayors report issued Feb.
23, titled 'America's Home

seat of government shares
the same dismal record as

tics collected by the Federal

anniversary of the death of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,

rate hit a record high of 65.7

the rest of the country. HUD

and The Fair Housing Act.
The Act bars housing dis

percent. However, while the
home ownership rate was

crimination on account of
race, color, religion, sex,
disability, family status and

72.5 percent in suburbs last

Ownership Gap', said statis

coincide with the nation's
commemoration of the 30th

eau records that in 1997 the
nation's home ownership

violations of the Act by the
year 2000. The new settle
ment is the first substantial

♦ ♦♦♦♦

history, hitting the Accu

BLACK PRESS believes thatAmerica can best lead

Banc Mortgage Corporation

is presently studying the

Reserve Board show that
"minority households apply

a
rac,a antagonism when it accords to every
,
r.e9®r<1less of race, creed or color, his human and
Pro n9?tS' Hatin9 no man- tearing rio man... the Black
rress strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back

of Dallas with a directive to
provide $2.1 billion in mort

extent

problem

ing for mortgage credit were

In Memphis, the prob

national origin. It covers the
sale, rental financing and

and minorities are dispro

advertising of almost all

portionately concentrated.

million in housing discrimi
nation settlements. This
'paltry' sum was a 100 per
cent increase over the prior

housing in the nation.

The study also showed that
the home ownership rate

year, which netted $4.4 mil
lion. Clinton's 1999 budget

last year was 72 percent

seeks a 73 percent increase
for HDD's Office of Fair

I!j

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.

More Evidences
Of Things Seen
by Bernice Powell Jackson
When you're in the
business of racial justice in
America today, you find
yourself spending some
time just proving that
racism is still alive and
well. It seems that whether
you're talking about affir
mative action or Englishonly initiatives or the
President's initiative on

employees and an indepen
dent civil rights monitor for
the next five years. Earlier
this year, Avis Rent-A-Car
Systems agreed to pay $3.3
million to settle its part of

well, according to research

incomes."

The settlement address

by the Mid-South Peace and

For example, the data

es the issue of redlining, the
practice of customizing

Justice Center. Information

lending to steer funding and
buyers in specific directions

proves that Memphis' banks
are still operating in the

showed that only 10 percent
of white applicants with
incomes between 10 percent

or not making loans avail
able to many zip codes.

dark ages. "Memphis is
probably not unlike many

median are denied conven
tional mortgages. The denial

with AccuBanc. With a loan

other cities," said Center

rate for Hispanics with the

spokesperson, Bill Akins.
"The statistics prove that
banks are not fair in making
loans to blacks and other

same income range jumps to
19.6 percent, and more than
doubles to 22.8 percent for
African Americans.

cuBanc agreed to train its
staff to deal with fair lend
ing and diversity issues and

and well.
The first story was the
story of the elementary
school class on their class
trip to Orlando. It seems 40
Baltimore students, plus
their adult chaperones, de
cided to eat at Denny's Res
taurant after visiting Disney
World. They were not greet
ed or seated. After seating
themselves, they waited 20
minutes before they got
menus and an hour later,
after still not being served,
they left. Meanwhile white
customers who had entered
during that time had been

cent of the random traffic
stops in the United States

someone got 'too big', then
the friendly police would
bring them in.

gram. A study, financed by
the MacArthur Foundation,

But the omissions of the
financial regulation 'police'

That's how American
financial regulation works.

found that the F.H.A. loans,

such as the Federal Reserve
System, Comptroller of the
Currency, Office of Thrift
Supervision, Home Loan
Bank Board and Securities

Bond dealer Lehman Broth

combined with racial steering of home buyers by real
estate agents in Chicago,
have added to blight in
neighborhoods

of color.,

Because F.H.A. loans are
especially profitable for
lenders and the real estate
agents more often send
home buyers of color to
F.H.A. loans, communities
of color are full of- fore
closed houses of buyers

service agents, those per

apt to be steered to F.H.A.
loans and that too, often

Denny's chain which had to

You'd say that's unfair.
You'd also realize that either
side could use the police

concerning housing loans
made by the Federal Home
Administration loan pro

qualify for conventional

States. Yes, it is the same

gang

much more likely to end up
in the criminal justice sys
tem.

al years ago refused to serve
African-American secret

President of the United

with

York Times ran an article

that buyers of color who

the

consultations
leaders.

mechanism to give them

Denny's chain which sever

protect

policy
decisions
were
ironed out through regular

occur with African Ameri
cans.
, So, of course, we are

Yes, this is the same

who

from its landmark research

home mortgages are more

those who should not be
given loans at all are. The

settle several other law suits

Department of Housing and
Urban Development, of

by African Americans who

which the F.H.A. is a part,

were refused service. Yes, it
is the same Denny's chain

has

and 20 percent of the area

An estimated 15,700
families are expected to
benefit from the settlement
portfolio in every state, Ac

to create programs to attract
more minority and low and

move the agency has made
in many years.

year, it was only 49.9 per
cent in cities, where low and
moderate income residents

In 1997 it collected $9.6

among whites, but only 45.5
percent among African
Americans and just 43.3

Housing
and
Equal
Opportunity, boosting it to
$52 million. It is the largest

percent among Hispanics.
HUD has stepped up its

single budget increase in

campaign against housing
discrimination as part of

civil rights law enforcement
in two decades.

President

Clinton's

One

Are Financial Regulations
More Racist Than Police?

any of its offices. It's a case

who should never have
been approved for loans,
the study found. It seems

seated and served.

The Fair Housing Council

Denny's, will realize that its
business Cannot thrive as
long as racism is a part of

three news items in the past
several weeks prove once
again that racism is alive

The plan outlined in
Dallas could trigger positive
changes in the unfair lend
ing practices in other cities.

A recent Congressional
hearing produced the statis
tics that more than 70 per

strong as its weakest link.
Two days later, the New

nationwide.
lem of redlining is alive and

by John William Templeton

of the whole being only as

the

much more likely to be
rejected than white house
holds
with
similar

the same suit. We can only
hope that Avis, unlike

race, much of our nation
wants to believe that racism
is a thing of the past. Well

of

gages to minorities and low
and moderate income famir
lies in the next three years.

MEMBER

sons

of Greater Washington, who
has recently completed a

The Department of
Housing and Urban Devel

................................................Business Manager

3

and Exchange Commission
are the equivalent of Abner
Louima and Rodney King
combined. The conditions
that create urban wastelands
are the results of the failure
of these regulators to en
force the Community Rein
vestment Act.
Let's imagine that the
Bloods and Crips ran the

selves an advantage.

If

ers gets its chairman named
Treasury Secretary; the
American Stock Exchange
head becomes chairman of
the Securities and Exchange
Commission; banks make
up much of the boards of
the Federal Reserve Banks,
and there are no term limits
on Alan Greenspan. If
somehow a regulation oc
curs that does not meet with
the industry approval, then

Though one of the last
remaining laws called the
Glass-Stegall Act keeps

ban banks implicated in

banks from owning insur

In the inner city of San
Francisco, black residents
have even more reason to

just got sanctioned for sell

think they're victims of a
financial driveby. An apart

ing mutual funds to unsus
pecting seniors. Its fine was

will be the largest financial
institution in the United

ment complex called the
Fillmore Center, originally

less than that given to bas
ketball's Latrell Sprewell.

States.

conceived by the late pub
lisher and physician Dr.
Carlton B. Goodlett, is in
the process of being sold by
Citicorp to the latest in a
long string of absentee
developers, Elkor of Chiczyjo, .despite, community
appeals for local ownership.

Bank of America is being
sued by most of California's
local government for alleg
edly mishandling proceeds
of billions of dollars worth
of municipal bonds.

a couple weeks of unfavor
able news stories. Another

If an individual were
cutting corners like that,
they'd be unfertile jail. But’

et al, never have to face the
music. Makes you want to
noller. Throw up both your

when 'da police' are 'homeboys', doing the wrong
thing allows you to get big

hands. But don't.
Call the US House of
Representatives at (202)
225-3121 and encourage

ance companies. Citicorp
and Travelers Insurance
decided to merge anyway
and did. The combination

If one thinks the 'gangs
ta' label inappropriate, Rep.
Maxine Waters, D-CA, has
reason to think it very suit
able. Although her Califor
nia constituents cannot bor
row money from Citicorp
without ’impeccable credit,
somehow the brother of for

money laundering
merging.

The

situation

from

might

mer Mexican president
Carlos Salinas de Gortari

never have arisen had not
the Bank of America, anoth

was able to access huge
sums from Citicorp, though
he has been implicated in

er merger aspirant, led local
banks in refusing to lend

murder and drug deals. That
deal is one of the reasons
that Waters opposes the new
Citigroup, which would

they can just schedule a cof
fee session at the White

require Congress to rewrite

recruitment and hiring proc

House.

the

ess for most local law en
forcement. And important

Now we have 'gangsta'
bankers . like
Citicorp.

amendment to the financial

banking

law.

Her

modernization bill would

And its merger partner,
NationsBank, is subject of a

a 'sting' to annihilate the
business
of
Grigsby

class action suit by black

Brandford and Co., once the
largest black investment

mortgage applicants in the
Washington, DC, area and

house in the country, but
wiped away from leaks
about an investigation of
owner Calvin Grigsby. All
his clients left and most of
his employees did, too, with

year passed before he was
actually indicted.
Somehow,
the
Citicorps, Merrill Lynchs,

ger-

money to Goodlett or any
one else black in the
Western Addition neighbor

Now if anyone comes
along to threaten the
bankers' 'posse', then 'da
police' go after people like

hood. Although redevelop

Joseph Jett, the black bond

ment began in 1961, by
1990 fewer than 150 home

dealer who lost his entire
career and millions of dol

mortgages were found
among black homeowners
in 7,000 housing units.

lars only to be vindicated in
his case against Paine

your representative to back
Rep. Waters' amendment to
block banks implicated in
money laundering
merging,

from

NEWS
DEADLINE IS
4PM MONDAY

Webber. Or they can set up

The Most Influential Blacks In
America----------------by William Reed______ __
When will African

stream of a culture that
denies us opportunity and

treasurer for the Miller
Brewing Company. A much-

Little Rock, Shropshire is a
highly competent man with

organizer-both in the corporation
community
and

organizations. He truly
holds the portfolio of a man

Americans learn that poli
tics without economics is

equality century after centu

admired executive, Shrop
shire was a pioneer in the

a notable reputation as an

among the black volunteer

of influence.

ry. When will we realize that

work harder to get conven
tional lenders to make more

symbolism with no sub
stance? In its 1998 list of the
TOO Most Influential Black

the business of America is
business and Stop thinking

movement of minorities into
the executive ranks of

to change.
It is even the same
Denny's chain which has

dollars available fbr com

Americans', Ebony maga

Corporate America. A 'first'
in many areas, Shropshire

munities of color.
The steering by real

zine records 55 elected
politicians; 18 government,

that holding elected office is
the key 'tp wealth equality
for us? Ebony's 1998 list of

made an effort to get
African-American owners

estate agents, both into cer

judicial and military offi

Influential Blacks' doesn't

tain neighborhoods and into

carry Thomas B. Shrop

for its franchises. But more

certain loan programs, is a

cials; 22 leaders of organi
zations, church groups and

than 30 years after the pas
sage of the Civil Rights Act,

big part of the problem. Yet,

entertainers; and only five

shire's name, but if we
define 'Black Success' and

the housing industry and

business and corporate lead

'influence' as utilization of

which had a big press con
ference with the NAACP,
announcing their intention

been

tightening

its

enforcement procedures,
but it admits that it must

the

nation's

TOO

Most

more than 130 years after

too many local government
officials wink at this unlaw

ers among its version of
influence-wielders.
The

an economic and occupa

the end of slavery, and less
than two years before the

ful practice which continues

composition of the listing

for self and community, this

new millennium, Denny's

to have devastating impact
not only on communities of

should give black Ameri

73-year-old business fore

cans reason to pause and
gauge who we identify as
'leaders' and where the race

runner would be among the

still allows racism to be a

tional framework to build

was among the first African
Americans to become a
member of the board of
directors of a major Ameri
can business corporation. In
contrast
to
'influential
blacks' whose primary goal
is to assimilate, Shropshire
was, and still is, first and
foremost affirmed by a pos

"Since I hurt my back at the plant, J
can't return to my old job.
Fortunately, my Workers'
Compensation lawyer included a
good retraining program in my bene
fits. Now I've found work I'm quali
fied to do, even with my disability!"
In our state, Workers'
Compensation laws are very
complex. If you have a job-relat
ed injury or. occupational dis
ease, our experienced Workers*
Compensation attorneys can be
sure you are adequate
ly
ly compensated.

itive sense of racial identity
and involvement in his com

part of its menu.
Then there is the case

color, but on housing every

of Avis car rental company.
On the same day that USA

regation of Americans by

Today reported the Denny's
incident, it also reported

our schools, our churches
and our community institu

that the Avis franchise in

tions also Will not be inte

What is 'Black Suc
cess'? Too often our defini

Wilmington, NC, will pay
$2.1 million to settle a law

grated.

tion of power and influence
in black America is mea

Morris Companies, Inc., he
had a combined 37 years

sumers alike. A mentor to

sured

to

with these companies. Ris

the movement of 'target

American customers who

Racism. It's still as
American as apple pie. The
stories and the studies

whites, not by what the indi

were denied rental cars

remind us that there is still

vidual did for us. Our vision

ing from sales representa
tive to his position upon

marketing' directing adver
tising and supplier contracts

NATHANIEL W. TINDELL, II

because of their race. The

work to do.

is clouded by a belief that

retirement as assistant to the

settlement. also included

we attain success when we

president, senior vice presi

to
numerous
AfricanAmerican media and busi

Clearwater / St. Petersburg - (813) 443-1835

sensitivity training fbr all

assimilate into the main-

dent-market planning and

ness enterprises. A native of

suit

filed

by

African-

where. The continued seg
housing only insures that

is in relationship to achiev
ing real and broad 'success'
in America.:

by

proximity

top tier.
Tom Shropshire is a
man who has achieved
power and influence in the
American workplace. A
consultant for Miller Brew
ing Company and Philip

munity.
A man who knows how
to 'give back', Shropshire
played a pivotal role in pro
moting a keen sense of cor
porate responsibility to'
Miller employees and con

All I want
to do is go
back to
work.w

many, he was essential to

ATTORNEY AT LAW
Tampa: 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite 103
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
Bradenton / Sarasota - (813) 748-2952
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NCNW’s Outstanding Women

Independent Teleproduction Services

by Dianne Speights
The members of the St.

by Dianne Speights
ST. PETERSBURG-With

Petersburg
Metropolitan
Section of the National
Council of Negro Women,
Inc.

held

its

annual

Founder's Day observance
on Sunday, May 17th at
New

Hope

Missionary

rapidly changing technologies
have come many develop
ments and challenges that con
tinue to influene the braodcast
video production decisions and

company’s services, coupled

commitment to the cause

these changes and their poten
tial impact on the indsutiy and

that was set forth many

the public. The company rings

years ago by its national and

a unique community flavor to
the teleproductions industry
offering a full-service broad
casting company located right

local founders.
During the observance
the.Youth Group role played
the history of NCNW by
embodying themselves as
the great leaders who
shaped NCWN. The pro

American Community.
Adelle Lowery Hughes, a
native of St. Petersburg is the
leader at the hem of this mag
nificent organization. “Our

gram was narrated by Dr.
Delceda Walker. Youth par
ticipants were: Y'Desha
Alsup, Demetrius Taylor,
Jennifer Thomas, Erika
Williams, Aliya Flanagan,
Erica Holden, Khana Riley,
Bristy Stephen, Britney
Dennis, Jasmine Collier,

Dorothy Oxendine.
The St. Petersburg
Metropolitan Section was,
organized by Mrs. Fannye
A. Ponder in 1942, and has
had six other illustrious
leaders to follow in her
footsteps. Mrs. Juanita
Johnson, Mrs. Olive B.
McLin, Mrs. Willene L.
Givens, Mrs. Jewel Aires,
Vera Noble, and Wauretta
, Guilford.
"We are indeed grateful

Dr.

Dorothy Height; and our
present president Dr. Jane
Smith, and especially Mrs.
Faynne A. Ponder" Guilford

Africa. NCNW is an affili
ate of the International

emphasizes family self-suf
ficiency, voter education,

ed planning and concerted

the council was to serve as a

action by women's organi

civic rights, employment,
advocacy, youth conserva

zations, Their discussion

clearinghouse: for the activi
ties' of 1 million women.

Council of Women and an
affiliate with Pan-Pacific

and agreement on the needs

Since its founding, NCNW

and problems of Negro
women resolved in the
establishment
of
the

has extended its influence
across the nation and the
world including the provi
sion of technical assistance
to

women

groups

in

Southeast Asia Women
Association of the USA. It
has accredited non-govern
ment observer's status of the
United States."
The St. Petersburg
Metropolitan

call 327-3217. Mrs. Mary
Clowers served as Program
Chair. .

Section

Much of this failure is elim
inated when children are
afforded a proper beginning.

Parents, remember it’s your
responsibility to provide formal
education for your children and

Parents are our first teachers

that education should begin as

in its ability to begin all stu

and that teaching shofed begin

early as three years old. The

dents at the same academic

at birth. It is very important that

skills level, referred to as school

parents realize that our chik-en
are learning from us all tie
time: The real key and purpose

better the beginning
smoother the sailing.

their school readiness. One’s
ability to perform at the begin

many agencies out there to help
provide these services for each

Register your child now.
Call some these agencies and

ning; at kindergarten or first

family; whatever your status or
condition.

others in your area for more

in later grades.

Beginning with the home
less, the Salvation Army has

This doesn’t mean that all
students may not overcome this

outstanding services available.
Public schools have what Ls

unreadiness, however, it does
mean that some may find it dif

called pre-school and they’re in

ficult ever to overcome. It has

Head Start is one of the
largest providers for pre-school

Also affected are programs
in colleges and businesses that
find themselves having to
retrain many of our students.

audio, broadcasting, and video

some special event; one can be

“VISION II strictly adheres
to and complies with all Feder-

effects,

voice-overs;

talent

script writing; music library
and electronic graphics.
Vision II is located at 1525
16th Street SoutivFor addition
al information call 822-5455.

services and quality produc- , al broadcasting and National

risk of heart disease arid stroke-

attack:
-Sudden

weakness

or

American Heart Association, ischemic attacks or TIAs result

Send Us News!

If you have informa
tion that might make a
good article for-this
paper, send it in, and
we'll try to use it in an
upcoming issue.

• Business Ads
• Birthday Pictures
• Special Section Ads

National

Redesign your old gold and jewelry
Custom Jewelry
Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelery

Charlie Akin:
Master Jeweler

Repairs while you wait
The Market Place

providers who are set up to

(904)696-7690

Saturday & Sunday Only

meet your needs and financial
positions.

Pager 876-3145

1-95 North Exit 128

Jacksonville, FL

Row B Booth 23-27

forming.
Stroke is largely pre
ventable by practicing healthy
lifestyle habits that reduce the
-controlling high blood pres
sure, maintaining healthy blood

cholesterol levels, eating foods
from getting the oxygen it low in saturated fat and choles
needs. Without oxygen, the terol, being physically active,
nerve cells in that area can’t maintaining a healthy weight,
function and die within min stopping smoking and getting
new drug called tissue plas utes. The part of the body that regular medical check-ups.
minogen activator (TPA) must these cells control also can’t
For more information on
be administered within three . function-which can some AHA resources available to
hours after the onset of stroke times lead to death.
stroke patients, their families
Sometimes a major stroke
symptoms.
and caregivers call the Ameri
“Immediate medical atten can be preceded by a series of can Heart Association atl-800tion is vital in reducing the “mini” strokes days, weeks or AHA-USA1.
injury to the brain when a even months before a major
stroke occurs,” said Joseph J. stroke. These temporary PLEASE SUPPORT!
YOUR LOCAL F
Namey, D.O., president of the strokes, known as transient

Challenger

the registration process now.

and many families can qualify,
Then there are many private

the warning signs of brain

drugs that keep clots from

medical help immediately.
Early detection and immediate
treatment of stroke may pre
vent some of its brain injury. A

grander than ours, we owe

information.

or death and in the quality of and part of the brain doesn’t get
life for a stroke survivor. Every the supply of blood it needs.
one should make it their TIAs do not cause permanent

brain attack. In 1995, stroke especially along with any of the and nutrients to the brian bursts
killed 157,991 people and left other listed stroke symptoms.
or is clogged by a blood clot or
many of those who survived
The moment you notice some particle. This rupture or
with severe disability.
' one or more of these signs, seek blockage keeps part of the bfian

Tlre 'tteefelg

GET A
DILATED
EYE EXAM
AT LEAST
ONCE A
YEAR. ©

Florida Affiliate., “It can make when a blood clot or other par
all the difference between life ticle temporarily clogs an artery

injury, but are a serous warning
sign and can be treated with

children’s life will be much
them the opportunity of a good
beginning.

els without children.

we are shooting on location for

Advertise In The Tampa
Edition Of

As each of us wish that our

and afterwards can be traced to

those who must work atall lev

sionals and experts. Whether

tion:
The company offers a full
line of services that include

the

for this rerhinder is to note that
formal training should begin at
age three (3) and that there are

also placed undue burdens on

_ Adelle Hughes
qualified team of experienced
broadcast production profes

tion and community action
programs. For local infor
mation regarding NCNW

Preparing Our
Students For Success

grade will determine to a great
degree how will he, she will do

ment and readiness, broadcast
production staffing; live broad
casting; digital editing, special

attack is the th ird lead i ng cause talking or understanding responsibility to know the
warning signs of stroke, just
of death behind diseases of the speech.
heart and cancer, and is the
-Sudden, severe headache like they leam basic first aid or
leading cause of serious, long with no known or apparent CPR.”
term disability.
Abrain attack is similar to a
cause.
Each year about 600,000 . -Unexplained dizziness, heart attack. It occurs when a
people suffer a new or recurrent unsteadiness or sudden falls, blood vessel bringing oxygen

stroke and get immediate med
ical help if one occurs. Here are
Designed to be an orga
nization of organizations,

through secondary education

include: Job training, develop

assured of uncompromising

factors and warning signs of

35 eminent women leaders
to discuss the need for unit

our students are experiencing

Vision II. Their total broadcasl/video production package

services,” Hughes expressed.
“We do this through a highly

gency-Call 911!” Leam the risk

December 1935, when Dr.
Bethune brought together

Many of the problems, that

descriptives often used when
referring to the professionals of

a corporate presentation or pro productions, as well as televividing “live” telecasts from . sion program developmemt.

“Stroke Is a Medical Emer

expressed.
"We started from a
humble beginning
in

readiness.

elegance are some of the

mission is to address these
changes by providing the best
independent teleproduction

For Stroke Awareness
Month is May, the American
Heart Association wants every
one to know that when it comes
to treating stroke, every second
counts. The theme for Stroke
Awareness Money 1998 is

to the leadership of our
National leaders: Dr. Mary

stand that one of the keys to the
success of public education lies

in our job performance.”
Sophistication, profession
alism, intelligence, class, and

Every 53 seconds, some numbness of the face, arm or
one in the Unites States expe leg on one side of the body.
riences a stroke. Every 3.3 min
-Sudden dimness or loss of
utes, someone dies of one. vision, particularly in one eye.
Stroke, also known as brain
-Loss of speech, or trouble

Other participants were,
Ms. Bobbie Tampa, and Ms.

ST. PETERSBURG-AU
of America has come to under

of satisfaction and; confidence

Stroke Is A Medical Emergency

Precious
Gibbs,
Della
Sanchez arid Jayda Rainey.

National Council of Negro
Women.

with its diverse and extensive
professional capabilities and
expertise, reflects a high degree

in the heart of the African-

L-R: Vera O. Noble, W.M. Gifford and Jewel Ayers

produc

tions,” Hughes explained. ‘The

duction Company understand

members reaffirmed their

Bethune;

guidelines in developing only
broadcast-quality

solutions
of
tomorrow.
VISIONS II, a female minority
owned and operated Telepro

Baptist Church. The pro
gram was. a time when the

McLeod

Association of Broadcasting

• Church Ads

Advertise In The
Paper That's
Challenging Your
Competition

ADVERTISERS

GRAND OPENING!
Saturday, June 6th
10 am - 1 pm

MOVE
YOUR
FAMILY
OUT TO IHE
FOREST,
tOWE VISIT
THE "BRAND NEW" CEDAR FOREST APARTMENTS.
SEE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A DREAM AND REALITY IN
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT HOME LIVING EXCELLENCE.
I BEDROOM: $417* • 3 BEDROOM: $569*
‘INCOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY -

Cedar Forest
APARTMENTS
Another Gatehouse Community

813-960-7200
Veteran's Expressway North to Gunn Highwby, proceed east 1/2
We're on the right.
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Marilyn; Buckner

Largo’s

Elite

Club-Rocks

Around the Clock!
LARGO-Bobby socks,
crinoline hoop skirts, pony tails
with knotted scarfs swaying,
cuffed blue jeans with white
cotton socks and sneakers,
dominated the 50’s era theme
dance, hosted by the Elite Qub
of Laigo at the Omni Center,
over the memorial day week
end.
The “swing” to “slow
drags” - patrons ‘shimmed’ on
the dance floor to the music of
the era, including Tyrone Pow
ell’s “If I Could Turn Back The
Hands of Time”, and Mom’s
Sweet Apple Pie”, to James
Brown’s “Get On Up”...Many
patrons remembered the era,
for many of them were a part of
it!
As the evening progressed,
the 50’s vs the 90’s meigedbraids and plaiis, pierced ear
lobes to triple pierced lobesdenim, then and now is still

Smith and Roxie Williams are
to be applauded for a memo
rable evening.

Mav 30th - Sgt. Allen
Moore/North
Greenwood
Assoc, invite your participa

Kia Buckner

L-R: Roxie Williams, Cora Hall, Jackie Smith and Joann Holland

tion in Run Against Drugs at
Jack Russsell Stadium; 8:00
a.m. for runners and walkers.
First 50 people to register
receives a free partnership tshirt. Call 442-0059 for more
information.
Mav 31st - Annual Anti-Drug
Youth Essay Contest Awards
Ceremony; 4:00 p.m. to 6:00
p.m. at Kings Highway Rec.
Center, 1751 Kings Highway,
Clearwater. Call Safehouse for
more info.

May 30 & 31st- North Green
wood

Association

annual

Block Party to celebrate
Mayfest will be an all day affair
at N. Greenwood Ave & Pal
metto Street. Music, food, ven
dors and arts & crafts. Fun for
entire family!

universal that has transcended
time and generations.
Rap and swing joined
hands together in haimony, as

A special congratulations

eveiyone rapped and rocked goes out to Kia Buckner, who
around the clock to the musical recently graduated from th Uni
entertainment of Big-Dad-E versity of Southern California.
Sounds. Club members, Cora Good luck cuz! and much suc
Hall, Frank Hall, Joann Hol cess to you in the motion pic
land, Barbara Miller, Jackie ture industry.

The One and Only

Bring Any Store
Meat Plan
We Will BEAT

RAJAX

It - 1 st by

In the South Side

Price, then
100% by
QUALITY and
SERVICE

Meat Market • Quality Meats

Mon. - Thurs.
7:30 A.M. 9:30 P.M.
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 A.M. 10 P.M.
Sun. 7:30 A.M
- 5 P.M.

2327 - M.L. King St. SOUth
St. Petersburg, FL

821 -3068

ATM MACHINE

ACCEPTED ..
Bherk Cashing
$1.00 Prr
Hundred
LBT Machine

PLAY
LOTTO
HERE

FREE DELIVERY ON
PURCHASES OVER $25.00

Rorida Lottery

P" Fresh
>30 LB. BOX
►
RIBS

L$44.99

CHICKEN
5 lbs. Chicken Leg Quarters $4.99
and get 5 lbs. FREE
5 lbs. Chicken Wings $8.99 and get.5 lbs. FREE
5 lbs. Turkey Wings $5.99 and get 5 lbs. FREE
5 lbs. Fresh Chicken Drumsticks $7.99
and get 5 lbs.' FREE
5 lbs. Turkey Necks $5.99 and get 5 lbs. FREE.

PRICE BY THE CASE
Goat Mea
5 lbs.

>$9.99
Come Join Our
Growing Technical Staff

Creative-n -Style
Specializing in

40 Ib. Box Chicken Leg Qtrs. $16.99
40 lb. Box Chicken Drumsticks $26.99
40 ib. Box Chicken Wings $29.99
1 Case Baby Spare Ribs $16.99

Hl

Collard,
Mustard and
Turnip
L Greens

5 lbs.
Chicken Leg
Quarters
5 lbs. FREE

.$4.99

1 Case Uncle John Sausage $19.99
20 Ib. Case Smoked Bacon $29.99

• PrecisiOn Hair
Cutting
• PrOfessiOnal WOrk in

Pam, Marsha (Manager), Sam,
Sandy Florence and Donna

REWARD!
For any information

Creative-n- Sti

leading to the person

Shampoo & Set

or persons responsible

Special

for vandalizing the
Weekly Challenger
newspaper boxes.

with Coupon only

Call 896-2922 with

Valid only for Level One Stylist. Expires 6/11/98

any information.

a, Timely Manner
• PrOmOting Healthy
Hair. & Nails

321-9322
3110- 1st Ave. N.
Across from the St. Pete
Post Office

BAR-B-Q TIME

SPECIALS

1 Slab Ribs • 3 lbs. Ground Beef

1 Slab Ribs • 5 lbs. Ground Beef

5 lbs. Chicken Wings, 5 lbs. FREE

5 lbs. ChiCken Wings

5 lbs. Leg Quarters, 5 lbs. FREE

5 lbs. ChiCken Legs
5 lbs. ChiCken Legs

|!

1 Paok Wieners • 1 BBQ SauCe
1 Loaf Bread • FREE Charcoal

$33.99

5 lbs. DrumstiCks, 5 lbs. FREE
1 Paok Hot Dogs,1 Paok FREE
1 Loaf Bread • 1 Bag ke

$39.99

1

FREE 2 Liter Soda & 18 Oz. Bottle Bar-B-Q Saute

5
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Birthday Celebration Gala
ST. PETERSBURG-On
Sunday, a birthday dinner was
given to honor Bridgett Norris.
Family members and
friends assembled at Ming Gar
den. They enjoyed good foods.
Bridget received flowers,
gifts, cards and money,
Just home for her birthday,
Bridgett lives in Atlanta, GA.

Named^rSenfw P

Bilirakis Urges Doubling

Grambling State University

NIH Funding

WASHINGTON,
D.G,-Howard University Pres
ident H.

Patrick Swygert

Commerce, Texas.
Favors, who earned the
bachelor’s, master’s and doc

recently
announced
the torate degrees from Texas
appointment of Vice President A&M University, is expected
for Student Affairs Dr. Steve to assume his new post in June,
Favors as the new president of 1998. He and his wife, Char
Grambling State University in lotte have two sons, Steve Jr.
Grambling, LA Favors, who

and Jonathan.

had served as vice president at

The appointment of Dr.
Favors as president of Gram

Contact Lens Wear
At AU Time High

WASHINGTON-U.S. ical Research Assistance Vol- /
Representative Mike Bilirakis untary Option of “BRAVO”
(R-FL), has called on Congress Act along with Rep. Sherrod

. WASHINGTON, DC Contact lens wear in the United
States has grown dramatically

now available in numerous
replacement cycles and have
greatly increased the options in

to double federal funding for Brown (D-OH). The bipartisan
the National Institutes of measure would allow taxpay

according to a 1997 research

vision conection. lhe flexibili

Health (NIH) over the next five ers to designate all or a portion
years. Bilirakis serves as Chair of their federal income tax
man of the Health and Envi refund to support NIH biomed
ronment Subcommittee, which ical research. These taxpayers

survey from Health Products

ty of combining the use of

Research, Inc. Nearly six mil
lion people were added to, the

glasses with contact lens wear

ranks of American contact lens

for weekends, special occa
sions, or sporting events in now

wearers from 1991 to 1996,

that much more affordable.

representing a 22 percent

In addition, colored contact
lens wear has increased by 47

has jurisdiction over NIH.
would be entitled to a charita
‘The NIH is our front line ble deduction under existing
defense in the battle against provisions of the Internal Rev
debilitating diseases,” Bilirakis enue Code.

increase in the wearer popula
tion. Over the past 15 years; the
number of wearers has dou

A least 500,000 of the 3 mil

emphasized. “By making this

Under the bill, funds desig
investment today, we can speed nated by taxpayers for use in

bled.

lion wearing tinted, lenses do
not require vision correction,

efforts to cure diseases and biomedical research would be
relieve the suffering of millions transferred by the Treasury
Department to the gift fond of
of Americans.”
Chairman Bilirakis held a the National Institutes of

million Americans who wear

ensuring a quality, comprehen Also in 1996, Geoige R. John

hearing of his Health and Envi
ronment Subcommittee in

Health. The bill specifically
states that transfers to the gift

bf factors, including advanced

out more can call the CLC at
their toll free information line,

sive educational experience for son, Jr. associate dean fpr acad
nearly a decade. We will cer emic aftairs and professor at
tainly miss him; however, we Howard University School of

technology. Disposable and

1-800-884-4CLC.

March to examine new devel
opments in medical research.
Athough opinions varied on

fund may not offset amounts

frequent replacement lenses are

are very proud of his success Law,' was elected president of
and are very enthusiastic about LeMoyne-Owen College in
the positive impact he will have Memphis, Tenn.
at Grambling,” President
“This selection of outstand
ing
Howard University acade
Swygert said. “Dr. Carroll Fal
mic
leaders by our sister institu
con, acting president of the

approaches to disease research

tutes of Health.

funding, all of the witnesses
agreed to the need to increase
funding
for
biomedical

“I am committed to pro
viding a dramatic increase in

research. The NIH budget for
fiscal year 1998 is approxi

research conducted by NIH,”
Bilirakis said. “We must pro

mately $13.6 billion.

vide additional resources to

Bilirakis recently intro
duced H.R. 3563, the Biomed

support these critical research

Howard University since 1991,
is the third Howard University
academic administrator select

bling brings to three the num

ed to lead a college or universi
ty since 1996.
“Howard University exists
to enrich the intellectual, social

demic leaders recently appoint
ed to college and university
presidencies. In 1996, Dr. Por
tia H. Shields, dean of the

ber of Howard University aca

and cultural perspectives of its School of Education, was
students and, certainly, Dr. appointed president of Albany
Favors has played a key role in State College in Albany Ga.

University of Louisiana Sys tions is a great vote <of confi
tem and his colleagues are to be dence in the Howard commu
commended for offering this nity Presidents Favors, Shields
great opportunity to Dr. Favors. and Johnson truly reflect the
He will serve Grambling with Howard motto, “Leadership
for America,” Swygert said.
distinction,” Swygert added.

Currently, there are 30.6
contacts. Industry sources say
the trend towards greater use
contacts is because of a number

funding for the life-saving

efforts.”

NEWS
DEADLINE IS
4 PM
MONDAY

Professional Hair Care Products
You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

ESSENTIALS' ’

|«fA| «

Artistic Har Fashion

Texas, while serving as assis

321-6802

321-4840

tant professor in the School of

Yogi's Hair Studio

Education at Prairie View
A&M University in Prairie,

328-1900

increasing responsibility at
Texas A&M University in

407
396 518 204
2- 6 4-7 1-5
3- 8 2-5 3-6

What Is It That Every Man And Woman Wants?
THE

ULTIMATE

r

VVMV t

9:00 AM-7:00 PM 1

321-9322

Center Stage Unisex Salon
A-Queen Beauty Salon
,327-5241

327-4074

Robert's Hair Saeon

Emeraid City

447-3090

866-7070

447-4548

O f

AND

NAILS

NaHs

Hair SaLon •

327-5182
’

Hair Stylist

NEEDED [“NatalynA.Hill”I
Hair Stylist &
Barber

“Ms. Eula”

' Nail Technician

"Helen's Beauty SaLon

323-4840
G & C Hasr Design

HAlR

2526 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, Florida • (813) 328-8303

CREATIVE-N-STYLE ; -

j

IN

Ld

Monday-Saturday

Wiley College in Marshall,

Favors served in positions of

32-37-43

• BAnbER Alyd

BV DESItSN ’

Carla's Hair Affair

Angela's Hair Safari

WJilO

She's Cot The Whole World In Her Hands

president for student aftairs at

Texas, from 1979 to 1981. For
five years, from 1971 to 1976,

5-13-21

CASH 3

Wo

DESIGN

FLORIDA

There is a fee for
photos not taken by
a Weekly Challenger
photographer.

versity of New Orleans from
1985 to 1990. From 1981 to

versity in New Orleans, and
from 1977 to 1981, he was vice

wearing them only to change or
enhance their eye color.
Those interested in finding

731 594 862

lor for student affairs at the Uni

1985 he was vice president for
student affairs at Dillard Uni

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!

percent over the past five years.

that otherwise would be appro
priated for the National Insti

READING IS VITAL
FORTHE MIND!

Prior to coming to Howard, “We are all very proud of each
Favors had been vice chancel of them.”

“When evil men plot, good men
must plan. When evil men burn and
bomb, good men must build and
bind. When evill men shout ugly
words of hatred, good men must
commit themselves to the glories of
love.”
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

<
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Questions
of Beauty
by Deanie K. Victor

It was at the Four Points
Hotel in Tampa, Florida that the
59th Annual Convention and
Trade Show was held on May
16th through the 20th.
, The Orange Blossom Cos
metologist Association has tra
ditionally held its convention in
various cities giving opportuni
ty to different units to host.
Tampa is the city where the
O.B.C.A. headquarters are

located. So Ms. Sharon Davis,
the manager of the Be Beauti
ful Salon and her unit members
were able to shine as they dis
played their great hospitality.
Since the passing of their
president, Dr. Bassett, they are
getting ready to move forwaid
with united determination.
They will not let their organiza
tion regress. They marched on
with pride at the parade.

in participating in the action-

ST. PETERSBURG

packed day, please contact the

by
Bob Gilder

TOGETHER

ST. PETERSBURG-Put effective education that leads to
/our gloves on, grab your paint meaningful employment; and
crushes and don’t forget your an opportunity for you to give
wading glasses on Friday, May back, through community ser
29, to be a part of all the vice,” Scott added.
iction.That s right volunteers,
Organizers for the local
oin us for the upcoming “Day activities include the Florida
Action” where you are needid to install playground equip-

Commission on Community

nent, place new shrubs, paint,

Board, United Way of Pinellas

Juvenile

JWB Needs Councilmembers

Businesses interested in
sponsor opportunities can con
tact Mary Wyatt Allen at 5267592 or Kathy Peters at 5475600 ext. 5696.

Volunteers: Be A Part
Of The Action

Service,

Volunteer Action Center at
893-1140.

PINELLAS PARK-The
Juvenile Welfare Board is invit

County, are comprised mainly
of citizens, but include those

in gathering and disseminating
information concerning chil

ing Pinellas county residents
interested in children, youth,

within the human services com

dren and families; articulating

munity. High school students

and families to serve on one of

also are encouraged to partic
ipate.

community needs and trends
affecting children and families;
analyzing issues affecting, fami

Members of the councils

lies and neighborhoods; orga

meet monthly and are involved

nizing special projects; develop

The average

three Community Councils.
The councils, representing

woman would

lower, mid, and upper Pinellas

the average

Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

SPECIALS

man Can see
better than he

Hires Hairstyling

can think.

3427 - 11th Avenue North

- Anonymous

St. Petersburg, FL-33713
Telephone: 323-8649

oiganizations to get the com Insurance Company.
munity involved. The actionAs part of the effort, a day
packed event is a volunteer day ofpreparation was already held
of action, a day of accomplish in early May with AmeriCorps

3. Re possession of fotir belongings?
4. Efi^io^l^tn:i^wcs.res|<lence?

May 29 event is being held in

the umbrella of the America’s

conjunction

Promise for Youth program.
Are you curious what the

Promise for Youth Summit to

America’s Promise For Youth
program is? Clarence Scott, the

with

Florida’s

be held on the following day,
Saturday, May 30, in Tampa. A
follow-up rain date is planned

rity’s director of community ' for Saturday, June 6, with par
iffairs, explains America s ticipants from the Boy Scouts
Promise for Youth reaches out of America.
Oiganizers tor the Day of
:o young people to provide
hem with five fundamental
skills: an on-going relationship
vith a caring adult mentor,

Action are anticipating about
900 volunteers to convene in

roach or tutor; sate places to

St. Petersbuig for a monumen
tal day of accomplishment and

earn and grow; a healthy start;
i marketable skill through

growth for our youth. Compa
nies and individuals interested

SUMMER

Design Essentials — Menders

ARE YOU FAfED WITH:

Day of Action event is under

unteer service on a Community
Council may get further infor

Nexus — Paul Mitchell

brains because

County, City of St. Petersburg,
and tutor or read to children.
Florida’s Promise for Youth,
The Day ofAction, held in Pinellas/America’s Promise,
St. Petersburg, is part of a com AmeriCorps Vista members,
bined effort with other local Weed&Seed, and Allstate

tion, and a day of growth. The

Welfare Board, 6698 68th
Individuals wishing to vol Avenue North, Pinellas Park.

beauty than

Welfare

members, Big Brothers/Big
Sisters, and area youth. The

Board.

rather have

pick up trash, distribute food,

ment, a day of food distribu

ing position papers; staying mation by calling Dorthy Whit
abreast of community initia lock, 547-5638; or they may
tives; and making recommen complete a brief information
dations to the Juvenile Welfare form available at the Juvenile

Eat Chicken During This Season With These Specials!

3 PCS DARK

$2.19^

5 PCS DARK

$3.29

1. Threatening Phon&Calls from creditors?
2. Gnm|f|^i<j£able Levels of Debt?

5. yaiiiijtyneW df your Wges?

Bankruptcy protection may assist you in
j" Mfftg^fRESH START" and

10 PCS DA

$4.99

T) PCS MIXED

$6.99

Get The Chicken Of Your Choice At The Price You Like.

RECLAIMING your Financial Stability
You may quaiifyTor debt relief under Federal
Bankruptcy Law. For a free consultation
to determine if bankruptcy protection
is
for your circumstances ...
JC

;

CALL
813-797-5041
it ’ > 'S • • • i
-■ I

Lav®fthice oXKevin S. Garris
? Attorney at Law
3000 Gulf to Say Boulevard, Suite 212 • Clearwater, FL 33759
"Tlu hiring of
Itnportant d'^sioe^md'should not be based solely upon advertisements.
Before you deciil^srusuosmyffirfree-icfitteii infifindtiOn about out qualifications and experience."

Gizzards For Your Choice Of Finger Foods,
Hot Wings To Spice-Up Your Life.
Come Chicken Out At Red's
During This Lenten Season
All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE'

1701 16th Street South
St.Petersburg
Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning
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North Central Florida
Galitee Christian Church

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

“And take tiie helmet of

they announce a very exciting
event

Dea. Geoige Brady of Sum

field-April 29th.

will be Evangelist Gwen Fields

merfield, who will celebrate his

********

Williams, of the Life Temple of

birthday on May 30th.

Speaker for the occasion

salvation, and the sword of the

Rev. Greg Finnie, Pastor

spirit, which is tiie word of

and his congregation invite the

Deliverance located in the city

God...Eph. 6:17.

public to attend their program:

of Jacksonville.

These words are sent to us

“Women Wearing Hats Wor

from Galilee Christian Church

shipping Jesus,” on Sunday,

of Summerfield, Florida, as

May 31,1998 at 11:00 ajn.

Happy Birthday
Birthday wishes go out to

If any person, church or

P.O. Box 344, Summerfield,

Belated birthday wishes go

community organization in the

FL 34492. Please be sure to

to: Luvenia Rhodes, Ocala-

south portion of Marion Coun

include your phone number.

April 23; Laura Pierson, Sum

ty have any news, announce

merfield-April

and

ments or opinions that they

Summer

would like to share with our

24th

Simone Forshee,

G.E.D.
Classes
Held
Why Do I Need AGED?
•The federal government will
soon be cutting benefits to

Home Improvement Warehouse

those who have been receiving
assistance for two years or
more.
•To qualify for a better paying
job.

What is in it for me?
•The feeling of dignity know
ing you are educated and qual
ify to apply for good paying
jobs.

How Will My Family
Benefit?
•AGED means a better paying
job.'Abetter paying job means
more

money.More

money

means a better lifestyle.

Is It Hard to Get AGED?
•No. You just have to have the
determination to do it

How Long Does It Take?
•It depends on your determina
tion to succeed! It could take as
„• little as 30 days or as much as
over a year.

Will There Be Extra Help
For Me if I don’t
Understand?
•Yes. There is a program locat
ed right here at Howard Acade
my that will help you locate job
openings and prepare yourself
for interviews.

Do I Have To Pay Anything
For This Program?
•No. Everything is free.

I Have Children An
No One Tb Babysit
•There is a babysitting service
at Howard Academy especially
for GED students. It is manned
by Girl Scouts and is free for
you to use while you are in
class.

Where Is The GED Glass
and When Can I Begin?
•Howard Academy Communi
ty

Center,

306

N.W.

7th

Avenue, Ocala, Florida 34475,
(352)629-7082.

Babies
Have
Rights,
Too
by Rev. David Houston. Sr,
Everybody’s always talk
ing about their rights.
It sometimes causes them
to put up a fight;
Many people are searching
and wondering what to do;
Have you considered the
little babies? tirey have rights
too;
They have a God-given
right to survive;
They have a right to be
born and stay alive;
Babies have a right to feel a
mother’s and fathers care;
They have a right to be
loved and treated fair’
Babies may not be able to
speak for their own rights;
They are cared for by God
because they are so precious in
His sight;
So mother’s if you are
pregnant and don’t think you
can make it through, think little
babies, They Have Rights Too!

Open 7 Dttys A Week For Your Convenience

Lowe’s of Ocala

aeoe cuf OfiTk a “
Monday - Thursday: 7am - 9pm, Friday: 7am -10pm
4009 on 4Ou1 AVe. Saturday: 7am - 9pm and Sunday: 8:30am - 7pm

(352) 237-7600

readers, please send news items
,to me: Rosetta Cohen Forshee,
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North Central Florida
Just What

Society In
Ocala

Is A

LighT
Of The
World

Deacon?
by Florence Williams Ray
A deacon is a servant, not a
church boss;
The word “deacon” means
“servanf’. A deacon is elected

by
Florence Williams Ray

not to honor a irian, but to
honor and serve God and His
church;

The Fabulous Fifties Fest

Youth Achievers; Libation by
On May 16,1998, Marion
Tiyana Cohen; Invocation by
County Food Service Associa
Sheena Butler; Opening
tion held its annual award din
remarks by Principal Scott
ner. The theme was “Celebrate
Hakmyer; Selection by New
Child Nutrition” and was pre
Zion’s Gospel Choir, Bosnia
sented as The Fabulous Fifties
Experience by the 351st Police
Fest. Attendees dressed in attire
Company; a Reading by Ciara

A deacon is one whose
character is exemplary, not
only his life, but his reputation
is a credit to the church and the
Savior. His femily life is a good
example;
A deacon is a spiritualminded man.

from the fifties.

The welcome was given by
Cheryl McCarthy, president;
invocation by Rev. Jim Shel
ton. The speaker for the occa
sion was Dave Schlenker
,
,
awards and recognition was by
Nancy Haydon, Risk Manage-

Munnerlyn.
The Council of Elders
include: Maigaret Chappelle,
Lynn

Cyperian,

“...fell of the Holy Spirit,”
the scriptures say. The world
and the deacon cannot mix
without the church losing
immeasurably.

Eunice

Dawkins, Janice Dunn, Lorenzo Edwards, Wayne Faison,
James
er, Alecia Jones, Elder Richard

ycx* ae

Daniels, WartyHighland Ele., Howie, independent Bank,
25 years; Ellen Griggs, Van- LockheedAlartin, Ocala Parks
guard High, 29 yeais, Violet and Recreation, Marion CounHeath, Vanguard, 26 years; ty §chool Board, Howard

- ItofjJlto, itok
deol C-om/,
Lt, Li

Betty Home, Howard Middle, Academy Safe Haven, Lake
28 years, Annie Ken, South Q,unty Boys Ranch, Hardees

'It*/.

Ocala Ele., 27 years; Carolyn and Sam’s Clubs.
King, North Marion Middle,
26 years; Shirley Oswald,

*h4~it W,

North Marion, 25 years;
Deloris Patterson, Sparr Ele.,

yiLbfo/..

25 years; Sadie Thomas, Dun
Frances “Poppy” Tombley,
Evergreen, 27 years.
Current board membeis are

COLLEGE ROAD AUTO SALES
BAD CREDIT • BANKRUPTCIES
NO CREDIT OK!
* LOW MILES
* QUICK APPROVALS
* WARRANTY "FREE"
2645 SW 20th Street

president, Cheryl McCarthy,
president elect, Cynthia Taylor,
Secretary, Johnnie Green, Trea
surer, Connie Shields, Advisor

(in back of ABC Liquor on Hwy. 200)

Shelby Potter, Membership,

(352) 861-1377

Carol Conder, Certification,
Elizabeth Carter; Legislative,
Annie Keen; Scholarship,
Betty Shoemaker; Communi

GREATER HOPEWELL

cation, Jeanette Cannarella;

BAptist Church

Sunshine, Neva Fuhrer; Nutri

515 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor

tion, Laura Johnson; Ways and
Means, Johnnie Jones; Parlia
mentarian, Geneva Nunn;
President Award, Vivian
McFatten; Silver Circle, Julia
Schlabach, Chapter, Chatter,
Barbara Jackson and Banquet,
Edna Brown, Linda Klatt and
Joan Mongeluzzo.

Black Achievers Harambee
Celebration Held
On May 18,1998, Marion
County Family YMCA Black
Achievers held their Harambee
celebration with a program at
Howard Middle School Cafe
teria in Ocala. This program is

Sunday School ............... 9:30 a.m.
Mprning Worship............. 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ... .5 p.m.
Evening Worship....................6 p.m.
Prayer Service & Bible Study
Wednesday........................ 6:30 p.m.

United TheOlOgical Seminary
and
Bible COllege
Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215 *

Monday
6:30-9:30
PM

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

and

dedicated to providing ongoing
career development opportuni
ties and guidance for minority
youth of Central

Florida,

grades 6-12. The program
exposes youth to positive
career, educational and social
opportunities with the guidance
of adult Black Achievers and
volunteers.
Marie Harris presided over
the occasion. The program
included: Processional by

mo’, He nevuh had da right

civil rights oiganization in

kind of a wife. Jes s’pose he’d

America. Visit the web site at

scripchuh long ago. Da lady

had a Mammy when dat
temptin’ did begin, An’ she’d a

http://www.naacp.oig/.

folks all ‘bused him, sed, ‘He
knowed it wus’n right,’ An’
‘cose da men folks dey all sed,
‘Dat’s so.’ I felt sorry feh Mis
tuh Adam, an’ I felt like puttin’
in, ‘Cause I knows mo’ dan dey

knee An’ teach him right fum

do, all ‘bout whut made Adam

wrong an’ show him Things he
ought to see. I knows down in

sin:

AN APOLOGY TO THE hying to understand the content
READERS OF “LIGHT OF of the column.
THE WORLD” COLUMN
Sonji Franklin, of Ocala,
FROM THE CHAL expressed that she felt like she
LENGER EDITOR AND was left hanging - she was. The
STAFF:
. writing made no sense to her.
Due to the feet that the We do understand, so in an
poem intended for last week’s

inadvertently not
printed in it’s entirety, it is our
article was

task to re-submit it with sincere
apologies for the reported diffi
culty readers experienced in

attempt to remedy the situation,
wearereprinting “WhyAdam
Sinned”, in its entirety, as
written by the Negro poet, Alex
Rogers.
“I heeard da ole folks

As always, I solicit your
come an *tole him, ‘Son, don’. prayers.
eat dat--dat’s y sin.’
But, Adam nevuh had no
Mammy feh to take him on her

Adam

nevuh

had

no

Mammy, fuh to take him on her
knee An’ teach him right fum

my heart he’d a let dat apple be,
But Adam nevuh had no dear
old Ma-am-my.”

wrong an’ show him Things he

6:30 PM9:30 PM

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away
LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Main Campus in Monroe. Louisiana

FOOD LION

Christians
United In
Christ

DUNNELLON-The
Christians United In Christ cor

Sometimes, things are bet dially invites you to attend their
ought to see. I knows down in - ter the second time around. I
quarterly Reunion of the Fami
my heart--he’d a let dat apple pray that this is such a time!
ly of God at Citrus Springs
be But Adam nevuh had no
In other news, check out Church of God on Tuesday,
dear old Ma-am-my.
this hot civil rights tip! The June 9,1998 at 7:30 p.m.
He nevuh knowed no chile- NAACP is “online”! The
There will be a service of
hood roun’ da ole log cabin do’, National Association for the
prayer and praise. Food and
He nevuh knowed no pickanin Advancement of Colored Peo
fellowship will follow.
ny life. He started in a great big ple is the oldest, largest,
grown up man, an’ whut is

strongest and most effective

A deacon is a devoted and

faithful steward of his posses
ment and Tom Patrick, Support Jone5,
Services; Volunteer Apprecia- Sybi, Massiah> Benjamin sions;
A deacon is “not greedy of
ton by Tom Holton, MCSB MathiS) Brenda May, Bm
filthy lucre.” He must lead by
Volunteer Coordinator; mem- McCaU> Sheiy, Muiphy> Rim
his example if the church is to
bersfep awards by Carol Con- Nisbett> Bi„
Linda
grow a membership of tithers.
der, Membership Chair; schol- pinkston> Marcelline
Adeacon is regular in atten
atship awards by Betty Shoe- Wendell
Rora,
Luzonia
dance at all services.
maker, Scholarship Chair; Waters-Ross, Lisa Smith, RodBy his presence he adds
introduction of new officeis by ney Smith> Hon Sandra
much; by his absence he caus
Cynthia Taylor, incomingpres- Stephens, Joy Vondran, Minises much harm;
1^entter Cecil Wilson and Minister
A deacon is a Soul-Winner.
Employees recognized for James M. Young.
His earnest heart’s desire is to
serving 25+ years were: Rosa
by
see people saved;
Allen, Sparr Ele., 27 years; Bamett Bank> Qcala Police
A deacon is the pastor’s
Baibara Beck, North Marion Department, Central Fl. Comfriend; he should be counselor,
Hgh, 26 years; Edna Brown, munity ctoUege, New Zion
confidant, comforter, compan
Madison Street, 29 years; Bar- Missionaiy Baptist
ion and friend to the pastor.
bara Bynes, Forest High, 33 Howard Middle School, MariCopied
years; Delores Carter, East on Citius Mental Health, Weed
Manon Ele., 28 years; Dorothy & Seed of
Hurigiy

nellon Middle, 25 years and

By DAniel Banks

talkin’ in our house da other
night “Bout Adam in da

WHERE
SHOPS FOR GROCERIES
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Tampa Annual Convention Nate's St. Petersburg
"TYJ" Group
TYJG

sentatives went to California to visit and

("Thank You Jesus Group") Thanks to

tour our $15 million dollar complex. In

the Deregulation of Public Utilities Act in
1996 signed by President Bill Clinton, the

attendance were: Sadie Martin, Joe Nero,
Mary Parker, Janice Starling, Bruce Davis

opportunity for the average person to take

and Eva Simmons-AND WHAT A

part in this largest and fastest growing

WEEK!!!

industry in the world became a reality.
The St. Petersburg "TYJG" (Thank
You Jesus Group was formed). The busi

ed the meeting, and the president of our

ness was introduced to the St. Petersburg

Nate Williams and his St. Petersburg rep

area in September 1997. Mr. Nate

resentatives with open arms.
The St. Petersburg representatives
will be having another conference and

ST.

PETERSBURG

-

Williams, our U.S. Leadership Group
Manager, came back home to his family

meeting Tues., June 2nd, Weds., June 3rd,

"you can save and/or make money",

Thurs., June 4th and Fri., June 5th from
10am-2pm and 6pm-8pm at Bethel
Community Baptist Church, 1045 16th

in our business, with TWO managers;
Sadie Martin and Joe Nero.
The number of representatives are still
growing. TYJG had a successful confer
ence and dinner meeting at the St.

Temple Outreach Center locat
ed at Nebraska Avenue and
Palm in Tampa.
Ministries and persons
from St. Petersbuig and Tampa
were in attendance. Mayor
Dick Greco was the speaker for

Marketing Corporation welcomed Mr.

and friends to share with us about how
and to better your future.
TYJG started with SIX people, and
now we have over FIFTY representatives

TAMPA-The
Tampa
Annual Conference held a ban
quet to raise funds for Allen

Five hundred representatives attend

St. S. from 10am-7:30pm and Sat., June
6th at the Hilton in St. Petersburg, 333 1st
St. S. from 10am-4pm. Presentation and
banquet from 6pm-9:30pm.
Call your local representatives for

Petersburg Downtown Hilton and the

tickets at (813) 821-0200.
COME TO OUR MEETINGS JUNE

Masonic Temple located on 18th Avenue

2nd-6th AND LEARN HOW YOU CAN

and 31st Street South. Six of our repre

JOIN OUR TEAM.

the evening. His wife Linda
and Reginald Roundtree of
Channel 10 were the Mistress
and Master of Ceremonies.

B-CC Scholars Get Dollars i rom
The Women's Advisory Board

DNC Praises Administration's
Reduction In Unemployment

of the National Honor Society, and Debate Society, chaplain
the National English Honor for the sophomore class and a
Society and the National peer counselor. She said the
Dean’s List. She said her moth- guidance she received througher, Josie F. Johnson has been out her life from her mother,
the most influential person in Frances Williams, has helped
her life.
Latoria Charice Sweet is a
junior from Ft. Lauderdale. She
is majoring in gerontology,
Sweet plans to earn her master’s degree in gerontology and

her accomplish her objectives.
Shirley Williams was the
scholarship committee chairwoman. “It was a pleasure and
ah esteemed honor to serve in
this capacity, Williams said. I

ultimately establish her own enjoyed working with these
nursing home. “This award most wonderful and capable

President Qinton’s threepart economic strategy has

9.4 percent in the first quarter
1998 - the lowest in twenty-fi'

hands of the working people

brought about: the lowest
unemployment level in 28

years.
“The

and the small business in this

years; over 15 million new

announcement that Americs

country andput it into big gov
ernment, andI don’t think that’s

jobs; an increase in annual fam
ily income of nearly $2,200; an

economy is excellent - w
lower unemployment, high

what we need right now,”

historic home ownership rate

Henry Bonilla (R-TX) on the
effects of President Clinton’s
1993 economic plan.

of nearly 66 percent; and an
opportunity for more Ameri

wages, more jobs and lo
inflation - is demonstrating ti
out administratidn is doing;

“Thisplan is a job killer. It’s
going to take a tremendous
amount of money out of the

WASHINGTON,

DC-

administratior

cans to share in the benefits of the right things to impro
the new economy. In the month every American family’s sta
of April alone, the US econo dard of living,” said Db
my added 262,000 new jobs, National Qiair, Steve Gios

makes me feel very special I young people.” She said the

Republicans couldn’t be more

am grateful to the committee students were chosen on the

wages continue to rise, and

for selecting me,” Sweet said, basis of scholastic achieve-

wrong in predicting the effects
of President Clinton’s 1993

She is a member of the Nation- ment, financial need, extra cural Council of Negro Women, a ricular activities, essays and

economic plan. DNC (Democ
ratic National Committee)

ble.

peer counselor and she works interviews.
1
with the Residential AssociaPresident Oswald P. Brontion. Grandmother Bernice son, Sr. presented each student

Chairs Steve Grossman and
Governor Roy Romer praised

DAYTONA BEACH-The gia Alliance for ’Minority Par also been selected to participate
Women’s Advisory Board of ticipation in the Environmental in an internship program with
the minerals management
Bethune-Cookman College Justice Pi.05.am,

Goodwin and godmother with a check for $1,000. I am
Sarah Herrington have been the so happy that the young people

announcement that unemploy

took office, real wages have America sees that the Demo<
risen at their fastest pace in 20 ratic Administration is takir
years and a typical family’s care of the nation’s business
income is up nearly $2,200 said DNC National Chair Go

ment rates have reached a 28

most important role models in at B-CC are serious-minded,

year low in April—failing to

Cheryl Johnson is a junior agency in Denver, Colorado
awarded scholarships to five
students during a recent meet from Jacksonville. She is this summer. She credits her
majoring in accounting and she family members and teachers
ing on campus.
Mavis Donkor is a fresh wants to become a certified with helping to shape her goals

herlife.

4.3% due to the Qinton eco
nomic plan proposed back in

L-R: Mavis Donkor, Cheryl Johnson, Lawanda Williams, President
Bronson, Allene Johnson, Shirley Williams, Latoria Sweet and Dolly Caskey.

man from Ormond Beach. She public accountant in the future. and keep her on track.
Josie Allene Johnson is a
is majoring in Biology and “The award is an incentive for
Physics. Donkor intends to me to keep doing the best I can junior from Jacksonville. She is
pursue a career in the medical in school,” Cheiyl said. She is majoring in English education.
field after graduating from B- involved with several oiganiza Josie wants to be an English
CC. “This award means I will tions including Alpha Kappa teacher. “This award means the
be able to concentrate more on Alpha sorority, Inc., Circle K world to me. I feel that all of
my studies and other school International, the National my hard work has not gone
related activities,” Donkor said. Council of Negro Women and unnoticed,” she said. Josie is a
“I am very grateful that I will the National Association Black peer counselor, a member of
not have to worry so much Accountants. And she serves as the poetry club and member of
about my expenses.” Donkor is president of Phi Beta Lambda, the National Council of Negro
a member ofthe Florida/Geor- the business fraternity. She has Women. She is also a member

THEWEEKLY
CHALLENGER
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name
Address
City ___

State

Zip Code

These individuals would make

Lawanda R. Williams is a Dr. Bethune proud if she were
sophomore from Winter Gar- alive today,” Bronson said,

Vice President Al

Gore’s

1993.

den. She is majoring in speech
As part of efforts to pro
communications. Williams mote interest in Bethuneintends to pursue a career as a Cookman
College,
Dr.

very grateful to the committee encourage college activities
for selecting me,” Williams and to help raise money for the
said. She is a member of the institution. With more than lOO

Is this a renewal?_____ If so, who is your carrier?
Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:

rate at is lowest in 28 years, ar
After President Clinton with over 15 million new job

since 1993,. when adjusted for emor Roy Romer. “Our Pari
inflation. Under President Qin will continue to create mo
ton, the African-American economic opportunities for i
rate
has Americans, as we move in
dropped from 14.1 percent to the 21st century.

unemployment

▼▼

The first library in the
U.S. was established at
Harvard University in 1638.

Thurgood Marshall Speech members, the WAB remains a
'

very active part of B-CC

Featuring

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

CREEKSIDE MANOR
I & II
are federally subsidized apartments for the elderly, 62 years
and over, or persons who require the features
of a special access apartment.
Studio & 1 BR Apartments available.
Rent based on income.
You now have an opportunity to live in a lovely
building, in a quiet Clearwater neighborhood.
Call (813) 441-8400 or visit us at:
1318 Franklin Street, Clearwater, FL 34616

¥

6 Months - $9.00

The Weekly Challenger

Volunteers ol America

Office hrs., Mon.-Fri. 8-12 & 1 -5

*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan
Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*A1 B. Evenings 7pm-12am.
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.
For A ove rtising Gall
Rinita Anderson, Sales- Man ager
327*9792'

1 Person $14,700
2 Persons $16,800
YOUR MONTHLY RENT IS NO MORE
THAN 30% OF YOUR GROSS INCOME.

1 Year - $18.00

Make checks payable to:

“With the unemploymei

21 Years

TOTAL INCOME LIMIT

Phone

man.

Black Owned &
Operated

motivational speaker whew she Bethune
established
the
finishes college. “The scholar- Women’s Advisoiy Board in
ship will enable me to continue 1915. The missio of this orgamy education at B-CC. I am nizatin is to support and

inflation remained low and sta

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

t£r
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
Closed Saturday & Sunday

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711
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Grambling State University

UCLA Dedicates Health Center In
[onor Of Arthur Ashe

GRAMBLING,

LA - nence,” former GSU quarter
When Robert Piper became back James Harris, a star wife
director kt Grambling, he Buffalo, Los Angelas and San
pledged to reverse the decline Diego, said
in the athletic program by

From fee opening day, it

Piper envisions fee Red
River Qassic as a regular-sea
son showcase for college foot
ball in North Louisiana.
“The Red River Qassic is a

restoring pride and the winning was obvious feat fee AD was natural, he said. “It has great
tradition.
locked on target as he tinkered potential pitting as it does
Starting with a football pro wife new ideas, patched cracks Grambling against Arkansasgram dormant for three years, and covered holes wife a putty Pine Bluff, two long-time rivals
Piper vowed to again make knife. He is planning ahead from adjoining states. Wife its
Grambling a model of athletic wife a keen eye for fee 1998 many assets and support base,
and box office stability that fens season and beyond.
can take pride in.
With
his
blue-collar
Renovation commenced approach, Piper is hopeful of
with a football facelift when making further impact feis fall
Coach Eddie Robinson retired by increasing home attendance

fee game can attract 50,000
fans to Independence Stadium
annually.
“The

economics

make

sense,” Piper pointed out. “It is
after 55 seasons, leaving wife wife a series of unique promo a big profit making proposition
408 victories. Doug Williams, tions.
for fee two Southwestern Ath
one of his greatest products and
His big challenge is to letic Conference schools and
MVP in Super Bowl XXfi, transform fee Red River Clas fee Shreveport business com
was tabbed to replace fee leg sic, in Shreveport, to rival fee munity.”

The $4.5 million Arthur her late husband would have
“Education is an important
Ashe Student Health and Well been pleased with having the component of everything we
ness Center in honor of the late state-of-the-art facility for do,” said Dr. Ed Weismeier,
tennis great, human rights health services bear his name.
ass, assistant vice chancellor for
activist and UCLA alumnus,
“Among the many causes student development and
was dedicated recently on the Arthur championed, education, health, and director of the Ashe
UCLA campus.
youth and health are themes center.
Ashe’s widow, photogra that recur again and again,”
Dedicated to a variety of
pher and author Jeanne Moutousammy-Ashe said. It is
Moutousammy-Ashe,
was fitting that UCLA, Arthur’s
special guest speaker at the collegiate alma mater, should
dedication ceremony, which honor him with a facility dedi
was held outside the building, cated to the health and educa
on Westwood Plaza.
tion of young people. Arthur
Moutousammy-Ashe said would be very pleased.”

humanitarian and philanthropic
causes, Ashe was in the fore
front of the human. rights
movement as an outspoken
opponent,of apartheid.
Arthur Ashe died on Feb. 6,
1993.

Tampa Angler Wins Gator
Division Tournament
OKEECHOBEE, FL - (10) Mike Surman, Boca
Anthony Mentoto, of Tampa, Raton, Florida, five bass, 17
Florida, took fust place $3,177, pounds, 7 ounces, $260.

All Red Man tourna
ments are catch and release
events. Bill Lewis Lures has

plus 50 CITGO Challenge
Chris Witt of St. PetersPoints for winning the Red burgh, Florida, took the Abu
Man Gator Division qualifier Garcia Big Bass Award of
held Sunday on Lake Okee $1,000 for a 7 pound, 13 ounce,

implemented a bonus program
whereby Bill Lewis Lures will

release percentage for the year.
Operation Bass historically

Mentoto caught his limit, top 30 anglers, determined on a
homemade spinnerbait fished basis of pounds and points, will
in the eel grass. Second place move onto Regional Champi
and $1,588 went to Jay Givens onship competition. There they

maintains a 98 percent live

pitching an eight inch junebug sisting; of a Chevy truck and a
worm to grass. Third place and full-rigged Ranger bass boat
$932 went to James Carver of powered by an Evinrude or

Lines, Hummingbird. Fishfind-

Turner of Ft. Pierce, Florida, 25030,1998, where the winner
took fourth place with a five- will receive $100,000.
bass limit weighing 19 pounds,
6 ounces, worth $597. Turner

BC Powder.

David Tanner, Gainesville,
Florida, five bass, 17 pounds,
15 ounces, $440; (8) William
Jackson, Palm Springs, Florida,
five bass, 17 pounds, 14
' ounces, $377; (9) Robert Beat
ty, Orlando, Florida, five bass,
17 pounds, 8 ounces, $315;

that the

metltor and develop

Unlike some, most players

ter for fee Study of Sport and
nfl received A+ grades, ^ps leagues when it comes to P°°V but **
sUent’ 35
coachinS.and
Society.
while MLB received an A.
anf| „enf|er hiring prac- according to Matthews.
management of professional
The report grades fee racial when it comes to coaching in tices
S
I think we should go one sports will continue not to
composition of fee NBA the these
National

Football

leagues,

the

NBA

According

to

Kevin step further. Pressure should reflect fee makeup ofthe courts

League received an A fee NFL a C+, Matthews, research director for alsobe applied toblackplayers,

fields of professional
sports.

Pinellas County
Football Jamboree Unclaimed Bicycle Auction

Eagle Drive, Tarpon Springs.
Participating schools are EAst

In conjunction with our VCR’s one 13” color television
bicycle auction forfeiture items and a video tape rewinder) will
(nine vehicles (including two also be auctioned.
pick-up trucks, two motor
For additional information
homes, a Kawasaki Ninja on these items, please contact
motorcycle and a Mercedes- Detective Warren Lee at 893Benz), a car stereo system [CD 7292.
player, amplifiers and speak

If you have any questions,
ers], three computers [includ please .contact our Property and
ing a Macintosh Powerbook], Evidence Section at 893-7560.
two pool cues wife cases, a
Primeco cell phone, five

What Do Superstars Dwlght Gooden
& Fred HeGriff Have in Common?

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

slowrolled
a spinnerbait
through the grass and let it drop

Naples, Florida, five bass, 18
pounds, 7 ounces, $504; (7)

for mlB a C. When ti athietic and found

annual racial report card by gomes to playing opportunities nCAA has worse record than employees in management to don’t speak up and feey will
Northeastern University’s Cen- for minorities, both fee NBA
of
professional somewhat reflect the talent probably continue to remain

•Friday, May 29, at East
Lake High School, 1300 Silver

Chevy Trucks, Stren Fishing

Gambler/Bang,
American
Camper, Igloo, Uniroyal, and

Rounding out the top posi
tions were: (6) Shon Stevens,

sports, according to fee ninth g

teries, Old Milwaukee NA,

Garcia Rods and Reels,
Armour Vienna Sausage,

Gillete, Wyoming, for five bass Johnson outboard ( only two
19 pounds, 10 divisions compete in the West
ounces. Carver boated his limit ern Regiorial for a fully-rigged
by fishing a spinneibait in the Ranger bass boat) and a spot in
eel grass and dead grass on the the Red Man All-American in
north end of the lake. David La Crosse, Wisconsin, May

his fish flipping a plastic worm.

they wanted more black representation in management, ,the
change would have taken place
last week.

and St. Petersburg high school.

Electric Trolling

Motors, Ranger Boats, Abu

weighing

pounds, 4ounces. Roller caught

oils, you might wonder where composition of players, coach- recejvet} a q the jqpL a C and
But with a heavy Black and
have all the white athletes es and front office employees.
p an p
minority playing presence in all
gone? Well, they’ve moved
overall grade for fee
re
looked at °f
leagues, you would
from playing to running these NBAwas an A, for fee NFL, a
bastion of collegiate
owners would

ration, Energizer Marine Bat

include: Evinrude Outboards,
Evinrude

egos.. Piper is determined to
establish
a stable GSU athletic
Those who know him best
department.

ern during fee‘70’s.

who hold toe P0™*t0,
fee situation. If Michael Jordan,
Ken Griffey, Jr., Shaquille
O’Neal and others were to say

ers, CITGO Petroleum Corpo

tournament season.
Sponsors of the Red Man
Tournament Trail for 1998

in fee Houston Astrodome in to say Piper is a man on amission,
fee attraction it once was where addicted to his own adrenaline.
over 50,000 fans watched He makes decisions and he is
Grambling battle Texas South adept at massaging bruised

(NFL), Maior
Major Leaeue
League BAse- and
MLB a B. But
is LVlZZi
fee
y°u work
...jmn.D
Dl "lhere
“Mia
ball (MLB) and fee National
it
to top wife or socialize wife people in
Collegiate Athletic Association management (owneis and one racial category, you tend to
(NCAA) and looked at the execJive officers), fee NBA hire fee people you know.”

ST.
PETERSBURG- Lake, Countryside, Northeast
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Pinellas County Schools 1998 and Boca Ciega high schools.
Cjty of St. Petersbuig Police
Spring Football Jamboree will
•Friday, May 29, at Largo Department will be having a
be at 7 p.m. May 28 and 29. High School, 410 Missouri
public auction of unclaimed
Four high schools will play at Avenue, Largo. Participating
bicycles on Saturday, June 6,
each site. Each school will play schools are Largo, Dunedin,
1998. The auction will begin at
one half. There will be an Dixie Hollins and Lakewood
8:00 ajn. wife registration at
admission.
high schools.
7:30 a.m. It will be held in fee
•Thursday, May 28, at
•Friday, May 29, at Gibbs covered patio area adjacent to
Ocseola High School 9751 High School,‘850 34th Street
the front lobby of fee Police
98th Street North, Largo. Par South, St. Petersburg.
Department, 1300 First Avenue
ticipating schools are Osceola,
North.
Tarpon Springs, Clearwater

release rate throughout the

of Orlando, Florida, for five will compete against the top 30
bass weighing 20 pounds, 0 fisherman from three other
ounces. Givens caught his fish divisions for a Dream Rig con

Ron Roller of Naples, Florida,
■for five bass weighing 19

inuw
NEW YORK, NTY.-SeeN?Y.-Seeing all fee black athletes playing during fee National Basketball Association (NBA) play-

to be used toward the purchase
of release equipment, weigh-in
tanks, etc., if Operation Bass
maintains a specified live

Robert Piper

Report Says Whites Abandon Limelight For
Behind-The-Scenes Power

pay a bonus to Operation Bass

chobee. Mentoto brought in bass caught on a Gambler
five bass totaling 20 pounds, 8 worm on 17-pound Stren.
ounces, to fop a field of 216
At the completion of the six
anglers competing for $11,854. Red Man qualifying events„the

in the pockets to catch his limit.
Fifth place and $566 went to

end. Williams will use his NFL Bayou Qassic, fee nation’s
“Things could fall into
reputation to convince blue- biggest black college game. place easily wife fee right city,
chip prospects to sign wife fee Since its inception in 1974, fee State Office of Tourism and
Tigers.
Bayou Qassic - - a cross-state corporate support,” Piper said,
“Piper is fee man feat we showdown between Gram accentuating his point.
think possesses fee qualities bling and Southern - - - has
Another of his pet project is
required to restore Grambling lured 1547, 901 fens into fee to return fee Space City Qassic
to a position of athletic promi Super Dome in New Orleans.

• Custom Waxing & Detailing
• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

"CARWASH!
(QUlKLUBE)

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

(813) 327-1900

DETAIUNG
CENTER

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday
FULL
7
"“"full ""
"FRESH
i
THE
ri
SERVICE
SERVICE OIL
WORKS!' 'N SHINE" | CAR WASH
CHANGE
I SAVE s2°° i SAVE4!00
SAVE $3°° SAVE $2“
1000
SINCE!1958

CarWash Blue Coral.

I

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

FULL SERVICE
CAR WASH
I
Tri-Foam wax System,
I
Linder Chassis Spray &
I Polish Wax, Blue Corat.
I
Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite, j Poly Sealant, OZIUM Air |

PLUS “Free Full Service

aaatiaauk Tires: &

30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,

Freshener, & Wheel-Brite |

Air Freshener

Car Wash"

*23.99

ozium ,

s

I

13.00:s io.5o :

Plus Tax • (Reg. $26.99)

Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)

Coupon EXPIRES 6/12/98

Coupon EXPIRES 6/12/98

Coupon EXPI RES 6/12/98

Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

7.95
Plus Tax • (Reg. $8.95)

Plus Tax • (Reg. $12.50)
■

Soft Cloth Car

Wash, Vacuum

■

Coupon EXPIRES 6/12/98

Atall 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLlX, KASH'N
KARRY and WIKN-DIXIE Stores!
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CHURCH NEWS
Moore ’ s Chapel A.M.E. Church
and

Moore's

aged a squad of seven (7)

cide, aggravated battery,
robbery, and sexual bat

various volunteer capaci
ties. Other participants will

patrol officers. Ms, Worlds
was reassigned to the

tery), property crimes(larceny, forgery, auto theft

Internal Affairs Unit on

and worthless checks), and

participate also. The stay at
home tea will conclude
during the service. All

August 10, 1983, where
she was responsible for
investigating complaints

the technical services (i.e.
Latent and Photo Techni

Bureau where she man

Rev. M. Mason Walker
Chapels

Church Family welcome
you to their services this
5th Sunday in May. The
31st Missionary Society
will be in charge of the ser
vice. In recognition of this
months missionary theme
observing Law Enforce
ment Day. The speaker
will be Ms. Lois Worlds,
who is presently serves as
Executive Assistant to the
Chief of Police and is

tions issues. She also over
sees the inspections of sev
eral functions within the

and acknowledge the Lord in
all things. We the All Nations

As we exalt his name together

are asked to

begin at 9:30 a.m. with
Superintendent Mose Bell
in charge. Assistant Super
intendent in Jamie Wil

Church of God by Faith church

cians). July 15, 1996, Ms.

make their financial report
on Saturday May 30th to

against police officers and
civilian personnel. July 1,

Worlds was transferred to

the tea finance committee.

burn. Church School Musi

the Office of Labor Rela

Lynette Buchanna is the

cian is Tracy Simpkins.

1985, Ms. Worlds was pro
moted to the position of

tions and Staff Inspections,
and on June 21, 1997, she

society's president.
11:00 a.m., the Young

Lieutenant and was as
signed to the Patrol Bur
eau, having the responsi

was promoted to the Ex

People Department will be
in charge of the service

For
transportation
to
church school, please call
Femander Ross at 8643428 before 10:00 p.m.

Commander of

cient and effective man
agement of the District,
and managing and direct

Biology at Terrel County
High School, prior to mov
ing to St. Petersburg in
1975. She became certified

ing the activities of ap
proximately ninety-two
(92) employees assigned to

as a police officer in 1976,

the District. She was pro
moted to the rank of major

and was assigned to the
department's innovative
field training program in

on January 23, 1989 and
was transferred

1979. Her assignments
have included patrol, crim

to

the

criminal
investigations
section with responsibility

and

ecutive Assistant to the

members

before 10:00 p.m. Satur
days.
Church

tigating part one and part
two crimes, including ma
jor case crimes, (homi

Patrol

Friendship
Missionary Baptist

school

with another fine program
(Promotion Day) within
the church school, Y.P.D.,

Saturday evenings.
Services/Events/Rehearsals
• Noon Day Prayer

High School Graduates

Service, Wednesdays 12

1972 with a B.S. in Bio

and College Graduates.

logy. She also pursued fur
ther study in Public Ad

Moore's Chapels YPDers

Noon.
• Prayer Service/Bible

Chief of Police.
Ms. Worlds graduated
from Albany State College
in Albany, Georgia, in

ministration fe the Univer

continues to grow, go and
gio for Christ. Music for

sity of South Florida. She
i£ a member of the St. John

the day will be provided by

Progressive

gers directed and accom
panied
by
Musician

Missionary

Baptist Church, Tampa,
FL, serving in many differ

Study, Wednesdays 7 p.m.

the African Freedom Sin

Michael

Melvin.

Stewardess Board and the

is also involved in commu
nity service and has served
on numerous boards and in

Youth Ushers will serve.

With Allah's Name,

Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.
3762 18th Avenue South, St. Pete

8:00 a.m.

Sunday School........ ......................... 9:30 a.m.

Calendar of Events for May
31st -

Day of Pentecost Wor

ship Service, 7:30 a.m.

SUNDAY

TUESDAY
■

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

a

2025 W. Central Blvd
^Orlando, Ft 32S05

-

Forty MottMny
Sun, May

?.-Morning
Communion
Sur*. X-''’?
S?”*
_
Meeting

RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.

Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

“The Church That's Moving‘Forward Together"

The Church Where Everyone is welcome

^6
*

of

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.

7.3OAM
*30 AM
J1.OO AM
LOO PM

oota

% Wbie Sfcaay

XX0O AM

t
glut
Hkxy xaid #tff» w.
foi ox go fatp ffo fowsv
focg,

;

PM
Wt>

i fo f

REV, FREO t. MAXWBU, PASTOR

FIRST MT. PILGRIM EVANGELIST
MISSIONARY

TRAVELERS REST.

Reverend L.R Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121
Sunday Worship

2183 - 22nd Avenue South

Sunday School.............10:00 am Baptist Training Union.4?30 pm
Morning Worship
11:30 am Evening Worship............ 6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study ........................ *............ 7:0<0 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting................................................................6:30 pm
The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

Mid-Morning Worship Service............... .11:00 a.m.
Sunday School............... ................. ..

BAptist Church, Inc.

2700 - 5th Avenue South, St, Petersburg, FL

MlSSlONARY BAPTlST CHURCH

Residence: 894-5094

Early Morning Worship.................. .

Meeting at 7:30 pm

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

321-3545
St. Petersburg, FL

Study at 11:00 am and Prayer

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

Islamic Services

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869

3037 Fairfield Avenue

pm
• Wednesday, Vintage Bible

327-0997

Masjid Al-Muminin

Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor
3rd century

weekly services.
• Monday, Bible Study at 6:00

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

The Merciful Redeemer

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

e

open invitation to join us in our

Christ Gospel Church

The Merciful BenefaCtor,

Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

We continue to extend an

choir. Sunday School will fol

The name John means “gracious gift of God.

Night Prayer Meeting And Bible
Study. 7 Pm. And Tuesday Nights

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

wade in the water.

For transportation to
church, please contact Wil

PRAYER TIMES

CHURCH SERVICES

blessed for Jesus is calling to

There will be various
churches participating in this

low and fee doors are always
church family cordially invites
open as we strive to continual
everyone to join us on fee fifth
ly grow in the word. The
Sunday, May 31st, as we close
YPD’ers will be in chaige of
out feis month wife our “Day
fee 11:00 am service & Choir
of Pentecost” worship service.
#2 will render song service. We
Starting at 7:30 am, Pastor
encourage one and all to come
Robinson will bring fee mes
out and take part in fee service,
sage, and song service will be
as we support our youfe in feeir
rendered by fee inspirational
service and efforts.

1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL

John A. Evans, Sr.

June 1-7 at 7:30 pm nightly.

Pastor Robinson & the

For Sunday Worship And Monday

Elim Seventh-Day Adventist Church

rich, poor, cripple, blind lame
and dumb. Please come and be

Mt. Zion AME

Jvahgeiical Service 7f3Qixm.

TEMPORARY LOCATION:

in celebration of our Pastors
19th Anniversary, beginning

family resides at 3000 4th Ave.
So. St. Petersburg, Fl 33712.
We graciously and lovingly

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

.

done. For truly the Lord is great
in the midst of his people. We
extend to the unsaved, saved,

The

ent positions. Ms. Worlds

for those employees inves

internal affairs. On January
10, 1983, where she was
promoted to Sergeant and
the

open unto you to come praise
and magnify the Lord with us.

the name of Jesus for all he’s

will

our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ. In all things give thanks,

District I, having the re
sponsibility for the effi

and raised in Donaldson
ville, Georgia, and taught

to

great event. Come help us lift

District

department each year.
Ms. Worlds was bom

assigned

extend our arms and doors

toon. Later that same year,
when
the
department
changed to the district con
cept,she was appointed

the departments labor rela

inal investigations,

Greetings in the name of

bility of managing a pla

responsible for handling

lie Frank Bryant, 894-6067

All Nations Church
Of God By Faith

9:30 a.m.

Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday) .........7:00 p.m.

Rev. Donald

10th Street Church Of God

F. Browne

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Morning Worship........... ................. ..11:00 a.m.
"WEARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

Sunday School............................................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................ ...................... 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(813) 894-5246/823-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

Trinity PresbyTERian ChurCh

Bible Study............. . .
Evening Worship

2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor

9:00 AM......................... .. . v,.............. ...................................... Prayer Time
9:30 AM............... ................................ .............. ...................... Sunday School

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

11:00AM................................................................................................Worship
12:30 PM."........................................................After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

Sunset

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a

WEDNESDAY

Christian community for everyone

New Mt. Olive Primitive Baptist Church
9AA1

M.A., M.DIV.. D. Min.
Pastor-Counselor

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Centei

A
U,
C*
_
~
3001 1O»L
18th Avenue
South
St. T>
Petersburg,
FL 33712
Church: (813) 327-9904
Office: (813) 321-3898
Elder Carl Rhodes, Jr., Pastor

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

LEWIS W. EDWARDS

, . . .................7:15 p.m.

(1st & 3rd Sunday). .6:00 p.m.

Hew ^Philadelphia Community Church |
Reverend Don A Gaston, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P» O. Box 15935 * St. Petersburg, EL 33733

Early Morning Worship 8 a.m. (2nd thru 5th Sundays)
Church School 9:30 a.m. • Mid-Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Communion Service 5 p.m. (1st Sundays)
Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. (Tuesdays)
Christian Education School 7 p.m. (Wednesdays)
“Oh,

Come Let

Us Praise The Lord!"

Wisdom'School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Deacon Ministry
................ 1...... ............................................... Deacon Edward Nesbittl
Finance Ministry..........................................................................................................
.James Robinsonl
Children & Youth Ministry
.................................................................. ..
Joyce Robinson f
Clerk Ministry....... ...................................... Wyvonnia McGee I

Horne: 896-8006
Minister Robert Clemons

Sunday Morning Bible Class ................ 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship.................. 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ...................7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ..............*. . .5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

,

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

M Church With Passion For God and Compassion For People"

Schedule of Services

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
’ Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Proble. ns
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation: • Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Church School ................................... ............... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . ..............................................11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . .'. . . ... ........ .5 p.m.
Evening Worship.............

.6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday.................................................................. 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One week from church makes one weak.”
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CHURCH NEWS
Friendship MB
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Traveler’s Rest Church —----Pastor Lyons and the for the fulfillment of the'enroll- from 6:00 pm- 8:45 pm. Trans
church family invite you to join ment goal. The May study on portation is provided, classes
us for Mission Sunday worship The Purpose-Driven Church, is are from 5 years old through
services at 8:00 and 11:00 am. being taught by Pastor Lyons. adults. This years theme is:
The Praise Team, combined Join us in exhilarating edifica “Stories of Jesus”, and promis
choirs along with the Usher tion. The Youth Ministry es to provide thought provok
Board #2 will serve. The fol Department through AWANA ing vivid and unexpected
lowing circles will be lending
provides bible-based learning developments in ways of think
leadership. Viola Campbell activities for our youth. The ing about God.
Circle #4, Ada Berry Circle #5,
If you’re looking for a safe
desire for Christian growth for
and Lena Williams Circle #6, you and your femily should be and effective environment for
during the 11:00 am worship the goal of every Christian. your children) ages 5-13,
service.
Transportation is provided. You where “Developing Bodies and
The youth of the church are are encouraged to attend our
actively preparing for “Youth Thursday Noon Day Bible
Day” services, June 14, 1998. Study 12:00 to 1:00 pm. Bring

Minds” is the focus, then
Pathfinders Summer Camp is

The youth who will be teaching your Bible and writing tools.
Sunday School on that day will Meet us this Saturday for Mid
be observing the Teachers in day Prayer Hour, 12:00 to 1:00
their Classrooms on the Fifth pm.
Sunday. These students will
Applications are being

Camp begins June 8 and con
tinues until August 7. The

have spent six (6) weeks in accepted for the Bethel Metro
Teacher Preparation time, in politan Christian School, 1998order that they may present the 99 school year. Students must
lesson with assurance.
be (5) years of age by Septem
The Nurture for Baptist ber 1,1998. Registration has
Churches (NBC) three (3) begun, and you may call the
month Commitment for Atten churdi office (327-0554), for
dance Campaign continues to more details. You may register
be met with great enthusiasm.

your children) between the
The Nurture Department under hours of 10:00 am - 5:00 pm,
the direction of Dea. Alfred Monday through Friday.
Williams, Pastor Lyons and the
Join us for Vacation Bible
church femily is believing God School (VBS) June 8-12,1998,

the answer to your needs.

Pastor D. Franklin Browne
and the members graciously
invite you to our spirit-filled
services held each Sunday
beginning with Sunday Sdiool

• New/ Reclaimed Members

Pastor John A Evans, Sr.

be in chaige of music and

Ministry, every Sunday at 9:30

and members invite you to
worship with us this Sunday
and the upcoming week. The
Sunday woiship day begins at
8 am and the second service is
held at 11:00 am. The Church

songs for the service. Pastor

Special Celebration
We the Friendship Family
would like to thank all of our

groups performing their best

femily, friends and love ones

hymns and songs: The
Angelettes, Derrick Isham &

a.m.
• Senior Citizen’s Fellowship,
every 4th, Thursday at 6:30
p.m.

at 9:30 a.m., followed by morn
ing worship at 11:00 am.

• Young Adult Ushers
Rehearsal, every 3rd Saturday

Our mid-week seivice is
held on Wednesday evenings

at 5:00 pjn.

Sunday School held^t 9;^0
am. The Deacons will head in

beginning at 7:00 p.m. with

• Business Meetings are held

Prayer/Praise Service.^ The,

praise and woiship service fol

quarterly at 7:00 pjn.

lowed by bible study session.

The Christian Education
Ministry is announcing this

This session is designed for a
deeper, in-depth study of God’s
word. Come and join in with us

year’s Vacation Bible School,
lhe school will sponsor a pic
nic on June 6' 1998 to kickoff

as we allow the spirit to teach
us what thus saith the Lord.

the Vacation Bible School

Other Activities Include:

hours are 7:00 am to 6:00 pm,
breakfast and lunch served

• Mass Choir Rehearsal, Tues
day and Thursday at 7:00 p.m.

Week. Vacation Bible School
will be June 8-12. Classes for
all ages (primaiy through

daily. Registration has begun.

• CYYA Choir Rehearsal, 3rd
and 4th Saturday at 10:00 am.

adults). Please come out and
enjoy a learning experience.

• Evangelism Ministry, 1st and
3rd Saturday at 10:00 am.

If you are seeking a church

You may call 327-0554 for
additional information.
Calendar
• May 31, Mission Sunday
11:00 am
• June 8, Summer Camp begins
7:00am-6:00. pm, VBS 6:008:45pm
• 13, Church Picnic 10:00 am4:00 pm
• 14, Youth Day, 11:00 am
• 20, Father-Son Breakfast 8:00
am
•21, Tribes Day/ Father’s Day

Kingdom
Builders'
Christian
Fellowship

home we extend Travelers Rest
• Missionaiy Society and Cir to you. We are the church...
cles, 3rd Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Where Christ is the Center of
• Board of Christian Education, Attraction... And the Word of
2nd Saturday at 11:00 a.m.
God is Preached!
• Pulpit Aide Ministry, 2nd
Transportation is available
Thursday at 7:00 p.m.

for Sunday services and any
• Young Adult Ministry, 3rd other service by calling the
Saturday at 5:00 p.m.
church at 822-4869, no later

Special Chorus will render
songs of praise. The 5th Sun
day Usher Ministry will wel
come and seat you and Pastor
Evans wall preach the divine
word of God.
Calendar
• AU activities will be at 330131st St. So. beginning Monday
June 1st, 1998.
• Thursday, May 28th, 7:30

and Chairperson will be asking
for a recommitment from Dist
Captains or a commitment
from new captains, we need
Seventeen captains.

for your prayers and support
down through the years. We
will forever keep you in our
prayers. The Dedicatorial Cele
bration begins on Sunday, June
Mth at 8:00 am, there will be a

The Messengers In Christ,
Faithful Eve, Friendship Fel
lowship & Male Chorus, Spiri
tual Magnifiers.

So come one, come all to
grand celebration at 5:00 pm the concert of the month. It will
with many special guests. On be held at Lakewood United
Sunday, June 21st family and Church of Christ, 2601 54th

Avenue South in St Peters
burg. Refreshments will be
day June 12th with a corner served! See you there!

p.m.Dedicatorial Committee

friends serve at 4:00 pm. The
celebration will climax on Sun

Meeting at (Trinity)
• Saturday, May 30th Leader
ship Conference (place and

stone laying and musical at
4pm.’The real church of Jesus

time TBA)
• Sunday, June 31st 4:00 p.m,

is a place of healing, reconcil

5th Sunday Rally, Pastor Evans

May the Holy Spirit will bring
all of God’s children together in

will teach a message on Evan
gelism. Bro. John Frazier will

T.R.I.B.E. Vocals will be
in concert on June 6th, 1998 at
6:30 pm. Eveiyone is invited
to celebrate with us as we
Praise the Lord! This concert
will also have the following

ing, saving, and redemption.

united Love.”

The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together

• Deacons and Deaconess Min than 12:00 noon on Saturday
istry, 1st Satuiday at 10:00 a.m. and leave a message.

Recognition 11:00 am

Faith is a gift bestowed by the Lord, joyfully
illuminating your path in a way no other light
can. It enables you to overcome obstacles, to
endure hardships and to persevere until you
reach your goal. Would you like to walk by
faith? God is eager to grant His priceless gift
to you, ifyou will only ask for it.

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased Wlth Hls Blood
2901 Fifth Avenue S.

’

KINGDOM BUILDERS' CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
"Place. fan Salvatiatt., Sanctification, and Sendee!

Sunday Worship Service 1:30pm - 3:00pm
Thursday Bible Study
7:00pm - 9:00pm

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop w.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School
........................lo noam
Morhing Worship....
...........................11:30a.m.
YPWW ......................................................6:00 P.m.
Evening Worship ................... ...... .........7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

Antioch Church

We are TEMPORARILY
located at Lakewood U.C.C.

2601 54th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, Ft §37f2*’
Rev. Edward V. March. Pastor

I PETER *13

813-822-8245

1

peter

*13

Nondenominational, multiracial, casually-dressed, congregation of believers who put Faith in Action

Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South
(Howard Johnson's)

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor
Sunday School........... ............................... 10:00 AM
Morning Worship.............................. ....... 11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
............................................................ Tuesday 7:30 PM

Bealsville Churdi Of God

PIogAcuU

tyi&ue MiAAtowGSuf, fc&ptiAt Gkuteh

2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads

Early Morning Worship................................................................7:00a.m.
Sunday School........................................................
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.....................
10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..................................................
4:30p.m.
Communion........ .......................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study ?
Wednesdays............................. ............................ .................7:30 p.m.

Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor
1-737-1746

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
Counseling and Bible Teaching

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

For transportation: Call 866-2589

All NatiOns Church Of God By Faith

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656
Sunday School....................................... ..
.9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ......................................... .11 a.m.
Night Worship ................... .................................... 7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class .......... .......................... .... .8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting ............................ .8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service .......... ............................. .8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School ................................ 11a.m.

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

St. Joseph Church

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
CatholiC DioCese of St. Petersburg

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship........................................... ,...........................
Sunday

School

8:00

a.m.

................................................................................ 9:30

a.m.

Mid-Morning Worship

.........................................................11 ;00

Sunday Services Are At:
9:00 a.m. Gospel Choir

a.m.

Baptist Training Union.................................................................5:00 p.m.
Bible

11:00 a.m. Traditional Choir

Study/Prayer Service .......................Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ....................................

Come join

112122nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services
8:00 a.m.i ...
. MOming Service
9:45 a.m........................... Sunday SchOOl
11:00 a.m....................... WOrship Service
5:00 p.m............................... • ____ B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody ls Somebody”
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
INTERDENOMINATIONAL

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412
Except God build the

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F
E
L
L

Rev. Earnest Jones, P .stor

GRACE
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Ps. 127:1

CENTER
o

w
s
H
I
P

Pastor Leonard Wilson

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist
Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020

Phone
(813) 328-9412

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE!
Phone: 536-1890

Father Callist Nyambo

Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00
a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School ...... J .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ...........11:00 a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives

Bethel Community
Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
Services
Sunday Sdiool..................8:45 a.m.
Worship ServiCe .................. 10 a.m.
Prayer ServiCes ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study...........Wed., 7:30 p.m.

African-American Catholic Hymnal

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist

Elder Clarence L. Warrenf Pastor

house they labor in
vain that build it.

Order of Service from the

6:00p.m.

us at the Church where eveiyone is Welcome!

First. Mt. Zion
Missionary Baptist Church

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To God Be The Glory”

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
33711
(813) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR
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CHURCH NEWS
New Philadelphia Bethel
Community
Community
Baptist
The commemoration of
Holy Spirit's advent willbe
the main focus of praise
during mid-morning wor
ship for Pentecost Sunday.
The pastor will give
proclamation for this Bib
lically significant histori
cal event. The primary
goal of sermonic teaching
will be unity of spirit as
seen in its anointed mani

ily in reading of Mission

The Missionary Society

Statement, and also a non-

will be having a free Give

traditional but contempo
rary covenant. Male mem

away. Come and choose
clothing and other useful

Miraculous,
Manifestation, of the Power
of Deliverance in Operation.

bership is urged to be pre

articles for your needs or

Powerful Healing and Deliver

sent.
Following celebration

someone else in need on
Saturday, May 30, 1998 at

ance Services have begun here

of Pentecost on Mission

10 a.m. until 2 p.m.Evelyn

Sunday, the liturgical year
will focus on those twenty-

Thompson is the president.
Reverend Manuel L. Sykes

many people have been
healed and delivered from
misery, pain and suffering.

five

is the Pastor.

Services are every Sunday 3:00

Dedication
To Dorothy
Bryant

pm. Seating is limited. Mis
sionary Evangelist, Erica

weeks

leading

to

Advent season. These
"Sundays-after-Pentecost"
will also continue ongoing

festation in a true believ
er's life.
In keeping with scrip

offerings to building fund
ministry. Members will

tural tradition regarding
Pentecost, male leadership

make donations towards

within church family will

pledge requests made dur
ing church's , seventh anniversary observance.

be accentuated. Men and
boys will lead church fam-

Bethel African
Methodist
Episcopal
The Bethel family wish to
invite all to join us in Sunday
School this Sunday. The Senior
Missionary Society under the
leadership of first Lady Qatties
Dawkins will be in chaige of
the Sunday Service on Sunday

attendance. The Marching 100
Committee wishes to thank
members for their support. Sis.
Maria Scruggs, Sis. Faith Gol
son and the Tea Committee
wish to thank eveiyone that

morning. Please come out and

participated during the plan
ning of the Calendar Tea. We

share in this service.

wish to especially thank the

The Lay Oiganization will

Deliverance
The Miracle
Ministries

youth for their participation.

exceptionally well.
The chairmanship of the
church program has been
adequately filled. Her
efforts were not as come,
they were done as God

food, prizes, rap sessions and

We’ll be kickin’ it with
more.
Teen Talk is for youth ages
12 to 17. The event will take
place on Sunday, May 31st.
Doors will open 4-7 p.m. at the
MLK Center.
For more information call
446-6137.

does her best in every situ

Family and Friends of 'Birthday Girl'
/o-o/a do-uiw,
from /eaven,
ne neen ad/ tdu

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

- rd'ittim 33

St. Jokn Missionary Baptist Ckurck
1500 N. Pennsylivania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Ckurck Pkone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services
Sunday Sckool
Motfhing ^Xbrskip . ........................................
Baptist Training Union ...........................
Evening Worskip.............................................................

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Bikle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bikle Study, Wed nesdav 7:00 p.m.

The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Macedonia Freewlll Baptist Church
Morning Worship .......................................................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.................. ................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship..................... ............................ 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.................... ...... 7:00 p.m.

Morning Worship .......... .10:45 a.m.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Baptist Training UYiion........ 5 p.m.

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144 Third Avenue South
st. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wayne

G.

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
MORNING WORSHIP - 11:OO A.M.
Come Worship With

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation Is Available

THE FlRST BAPTlST FAMILY

M.

Greater Mt. Zion AfricAN
Methodist EpiscopAL Church

y

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

The Rev. Harry L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Phone: 898-3838

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School...............................................................9:30 am
Morning Worship........................................................ 11:00 am
Youth Bible Study ......................................................Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service ...... .Wed. 7:00 p.m

Sunday Worship ................................... . .10:30 a.m.
Sunday School ............................................ 9:00 a.m.
Prayer Service/Bible Study .................Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Junior Church Fellowship ...................Thurs. 6:00 p.m.
Tutoring .......................... Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

PHONE: 323-7S18

We welcome you at all times.

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Evening Worship............... 6 p.m.

Prayer Tower Church Ot God In Christ

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Sunday School.......................................9:30 a.m.

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship 7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00arri
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

532 - 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701

9:30a.m
11:00 a.m.
.5:00 p.m.

Weekly Services

10:30 AM.................. PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ................ SUNDAY
9:00 AM.............. .................... CHURCH SCHOOL............................. SUNDAY
5:00 PM............................. FELLOWSHIP & DINNER....................TUESDAY
7:00 PM.............................................. BIBLE STUDY..........................TUESDAY
6:00 PM..................................PRAYER SERVICES ..........................TUESDAY
7:30 PM.........................MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL................ THURSDAY

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

io-ni odmen..

2361 Seventh Avenue South
st. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting
& Teachers Meeting

For more infoimation call
the Safehouse at 442-0059.

Dorothy Grant at 418-4361 and
Sis. Robin Bright 404-3873. A

tions.

“All Are Welcome" • “Bring A Friend"

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

1751 Kings Highway.

CLEARWATER-Come

will offering will be taken.
Contact 867-3131 for direc

cult the task may be.
We hope you will rejfiiain
with the Program
a Wednesday, Noonday Bible;
Committee and be allowed
Study Choir practice 7:00 pjn.
to join the Lay Oiganization.
to have your say. To lose
The Third Quarterly Con-' • Thursday, Youth Church
you input would be a pity,
ference was a, Blessing to all in 6:00p.m.
as we travel along the way.
• Friday, Love Feast 7:00 p.m.

Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15 a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Daily Prayer (M-F) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

Highway Recreation Center,

help us “Raise the Roof’.

Cathy Harvey. No chaige. Free

is engaged in a public posi
tion that keeps her as busy

on Sunday, May 31,1998 from
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. at Kings

Erica Joseph. For more infor
mation, you may contact; Sis.

special Back to Eat’n Food
Demonstration will be given by

willed. We realize that she

mony.
The ceremony will be held

Teen
Talk
Seminar

er will be Deliverance Minister,

• Tuesday, Bible Study 7:00
p.m.

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

Sadie Patterson

4;30 a.m. at Howard JohnsonInn; 4601 34th Street U.S. 19,
St. Petersbingh, FL. The speak

done her job. She did it

ation. No matter how diffi

2500 M.L. King St. S.
j| St. Petersburg, FL
33707

seminar, “Breaking the Curse
of Obesity and Eating Disor
ders” on June 13,10:00 a.m.-

is beautiful, intelligent,
and very kind. She has

6:00 p.m., and Boy Scouts 6;30

Letters to the Editor
SEND YOUR LETTERS

Deliverance The Miracle

Bryant came to Bethel. She

The President Isaac Newton is

|| We welcome your

Ministries will be sponsoring a

It was in the year of
"Seventy-nine" that Mrs.

CLEARWATER-Good
things ar happening in North

Essay Contest Awards Cere

0103 *Phone.

work begun. She gives her
all. All there is to give.

Annual
Anti-Drug
Awards
Ceremony

friends throughout the evening.
Greenwood.
The celebraters gathered at the
Join the Sgt. Allen Moore
home of Mr. and Mrs. Patter
Community Partnership in
son (Frank & Sadie) where
honoring fine young writers on
they feasted on various foods.
the topic “Dealing with illegal
Sadie received many cards and
drugs in the community” in
gifts.
their annual Anti-Drug Youth

through Missions, Inc. is locat
ed at 4514 N. 34th Street,
Tampa, Fl 33610. (813) 232-

(husband and son) came
here from Tallahassee, and
immediately her religious

Sunday beginning at 4:00 p.m.

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

Lancaster Patterson celebrated
her birthday May 22, with
about 75 family members and

in Tampa area and many,

by Lanie H, Johnson
Mrs. Bryant and family

as a bee. However, she

asking all membeis to come
, out and give a lending hand.
| This would also be agoodtime

ST. PETERSBURG-Sadie

through The

Joseph is the Pastor. Deliverance...The Miracle Break

Weekly Activities
• Monday, New Members class

be feeding the HUNGRY this

Come and experience Jesus

Sadie Patterson
Celebrates Birthday

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School:

9:00 a.m.

Worship Service:

8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study - 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

Also offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day
care, after school care, boy scouts, private school.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 930 a m
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds 6 30 p m
Prayer Meetr g Weds. 7:30 p.m.
'
Bible Stu
Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bib Study Thurs. 6:30 p m
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8-30 a m 1
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 .Tape Ministry - Bus Ministrv
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city ")

6:00p.m.
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Dr. Wanda J. Nelson Introduces Madame
C.J. Walker Commemorative Stamp

Scholarship Opens Doors
For Minority Students

WASHINGTON, D.C.- and NAACP all of which
Dr. Wanda J. Nelson, President helped to improve the lives of
of National Beauticians and many from all races, and
Cosmetology League (NBCL) because she established cosme

HAMPTON, VA.-William in most instances, a 2-year or
A. Tinsley, publisher of the 4-year degree is required to get.
1998 Minority Guide to Schol hired.”
arships and Financial Aid,
Now in its 11th year, the

proudly represented NBCL in a tology schools that many
historical event, the issuance of attended it seemed only befit
U.S. Postal Madame C. J ting that she join the ranks of
Walker
Commemorative other fine Americans such as A
Stamp.
Phillip Randolph and Ben

place in Indianapolis, Indiana proud day for me to be includ
the beginning of this year.
ed among the honored guest
NBCL, we can be proud to such as senior level executive
be associated in body and in from the U.S. Postal Service, .
history of this great accom dignitaries from the Madam
C.J. Walker Institute and mem

to get here. However, we
enthusiastically joined with

bers of her family. You see, I

petitions designed to uige the
United States Citizens Stamp

with thousands of others to see

honoring the life and contribu

that she obtained the recogni

tions of Madam C.J. Walker.

tion that she earned. So, I urge

She was the daughter of
former slaves. Madam C. J.

each of you to continue her
legacy by becoming a commit

Waler created employment and •

tee of one, by purchasing and
using as many commemorative

ogy industry through the com
pany she founded in 1905.
Madam Walker is considered
to be the first self-made Ameri
can woman Millionaire by the
Guinness Book of . Records.
Because she used her wealth to
support many social causes,
organizations and institutions
such as the YWCA, YMCA

reap huge benefits. For exam
ple, today t^ere are more than
300,000 unfilled positions in
information technology in the
United States alone. However,

ing, students and parents have
been borrowing funds for col
lege at an unprecedented rate.

vate college in 1998, without
Communications, Inc. 100
any loans or grants, will require
Bridge Street, Suite A-3,
the commitment of more than a
Hampton, VA 23669. Dis
third of the typical family’s
counts are available on orders
income. For working-poor
of 25 copies or more. Call
families, the number goes as
(757)723-4499 for further
high as two-thirds of the fami
details.
»

Lupus Foundation
Monthly Meeting

“It’s true that it took you
and I working together and

Advisory Committee to estab
lish a commemorative stamp

economic opportunities for
thousands of men and women
in the hair care and cosmetol

in employment and prepare
themselves accordingly will

am a graduate of the Madam
C.J. Walker Institute of Kansas
City Missouri said Dr. Nelson.

thousands of others by signing

ly’s income. To compensate for
the shortfall in college fund

today announced the availabili guide contains more than 175
ty of an updated version of the different scholarships and pro Between 1992 and 1994, feder
guide that focuses on financial vides pertinent information ally guaranteed college loans
aid for minority students.
including the source and initiated by undergraduates and
“Without an education life amount of aid, eligibility and their families increased 69 per
will be difficult for American applicant requirements; dead cent to $18.9 billion.
workers in the 21st centuiy,” lines; and contact names,
To order the directory by
said Tinsley in a recent inter addresses and telephone num mail, send a check or money
view. “On lhe other hand, stu bers for each scholarship listed. order for $7.98 (includes
dents who recognize the trends
Sending a student to a pri postage & handling) to: Tinsley

This stamp celebrates a jamin Davis who also have
great female African-American been recognized in the past by
Entrepreneur and Philan the U.S. Postal Service.
thropist. The ceremony took
“This was an especially

plishment. It was no easy task
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ST. PETERSBURG-The ed to speak to the needs of all Lupus disease.
Lupus Foundation of America, Lupus patients, their family
The date and time for the
Inc. Suncoast Chapter South members, health care profes meeting , is Tuesday, June 2,
Pinellas Support Group will sionals and the general public. 1998 from 6:30 to 8:00 p.m..
hold their next meeting at
The guest speaker for the
For further information
American Legion, Post 14 monthly meeting will be Sajib about this meeting or Lupus in
Kapil, M.D. Rheumatologist general, please call 813-447(1520-4th Street North).

stamps as you can, as tribute to
her life and appreciation to the
many accomplishments of
Madam CJ. Walker, a woman
who led the way in our industry
and who set the standard for

The meeting will is intend- who will give an over of the 4045.

You r Horoscope

each of us to emulate”.

The 79th Beautician Con
vention will be held this year
at the Hyatt Regency in
Miami, Florida July 26. 27
and 28.

Libra
March 21 to April 19

September 23 to October 22

As Mars travels through Ge
mini, you’ll have more time to spend with
relatives, neighbors and children, relax
ing and having fun. From now until the
29th, give in to the urge to try a new
hairstyle or fashion trend.

Under thrill-seeking stars on
the 23rd, the same old routine won’t do;
shift gears with a day trip: While Uranus
and Neptune bring a dose of inspiration,
your finely-tuned aesthetic sense could
find a new and exciting purpose.

Scorpio
April 20 to May 20

October 23 to November 21

With the Moon in your sign on
the 23rd and 24th, you’ll be in the mood
to party—throw your own get-together if
nobody else has one planned. The uni
verse will send you help on the 28th
when you most need it.

Brilliant stars are helping you
see more of your mate and relatives,
putting you in closer touch with loved
ones. Chiron is acting as your cosmic
coach, encouraging you to maintain a
healthy diet and look your best.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21

November 22 to December 21

Mars entering your sign on the
23rd will jump-start your ambition, bring
ing more opportunities for on.-the-job
advancement. Under romantic stars on
the 25th and 26th, just thinking about
your mate will give you a happy glow.

ST. PETERSBURG Friends of Happy Workers, Inc.
their first annual Children As
The Breakfast will be held

ln addition to bringing a welldeserved pat on the back, the New
Moon on the 25th could also help you
achieve higher levels of organization on
the job. A domestic decision on the 28th
will bring you peace of mind.

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

With powerful stars highlight
ing work assignments, you could gain
more responsibility on the job. Not sure
about joining that new club? Venus vis
iting your reputation sector on the 29th
will help you make up your mind.

Daycare and Nursery, 920-19th
Street South.
RSVP deadline by Friday,
May 29, 1998 at calling 894-

Peacemakers Breakfast.

Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

July 23 to August 22

8:00 a.m. at Happy Workers

cordially invites you to attend

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

Juggling your social schedule
with work could be tough this week, but
on the 25th, you’ll clear everything else
away to make room for romance. A
friendship may burst into bloom when
Venus enters Taurus on the 29th.

Peacemakers
Breakfast At
Happy Workers

Party while you can on the
23rd and 24th—with Mars in opposition,
you could have tough relationship deci
sions ahead. By the 29th, you’ll forget
that someone else and happily focus on
revamping yourself from the inside out.

5337 or fax it to 822-2920.

August 23 to September 22

on Wednesday, June 3,1998 at

February 19 to March 20

Don’t let the boss’ praise go
to your head on the 25th. Greater in
volvement with children and creative pro
jects will keep you hopping while Mer
cury transits Taurus. On the 2Sth, take a
romantic timeout with your mate.

knowledge is a comfortable and necessary retreat and shelter^
for us in advanced age; and if we do not plant it while
young, it will give us no shade when we grow old.
Lord Chesterfield 17471

With inspirational stars light
ing your creative fires for the next four
weeks, giddy levels of energy will infuse
your days with excitement. On the 28th,
the Venus-Saturn conjunction could
prompt a reunion with a sibling.

After th§ 28th, your wallet
could sigh with relief as a Venus-Saturn
conjunction brings an end to a sevenyear financial cycle and ushers in a more
prosperous time. Deals involving real
estate are favored on the 25th.

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

CERAMIC BLOWOUT!

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

We bought it all. Trailer loads of brand new ceramic tile from Spain, Italy and
South America. 1,2x12s, 13x13s and 17x17s. All 1st quality. Shop early for
best selection. The Carpet Store stocks quality setting materials by Mapei

ASSORTED
CLOSEOUTS
Won't Last
Long!

79<

Jr jr

Sq. Ft.

ITALIAN STONE
LOOK
13x13

nn

Sq. Ft.

EXTERIOR
DESIGN PATTERN
13x13

99

Sq. Ft.

//

STONE LOOK

RUSTIQUE'
Mexican
Santillo Look
13x13

99 «

Sq. Ft.

From Spain

*12’

13x13

Sq. Ft,

GLOSS FINISH
3 Great Styles
from
Spain
16x16

$|49

LUXURIOUS
ITALIAN
CERAMIC
77x77
A Super Buy!

$129
B

Sq. Ft.

CARPET STORE
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.carpetstore.net

TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

BAYONET POINT

5015 W. HIUSBOROUGH AVE.

SW CORNER OF 22ND AVE. S 28TH ST.

NE CORNER OF U.S. 19 S HOW. 51

ST. PETERSBURO 321-9590

MEW tOCATIOII 868-7424

249-2088

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything ivas against

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm .doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
,, - Hillary Williams

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716

W.

Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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ENTERTAINMENT
Willie Gary Pays Tribute To 6 AHN Prime Broadcasts Six Degrees
Black Supreme Court Justices Of Separation
New York, NY - The the moment he reveals he is the
African Heritage Network son of renowned black actor
(AHN-Prime) “Prime-Time Sidney Poitier.
Presentations” hosted by film
The Kittredges, private art
legends, Ossie Davis and Ruby

dealers, plan on winning and
Dee, broadcasts the premiere of dining their wealthy friend
Six Degrees of Separation, a Geoffrey (Ian McKellen), a
moving social commentary South African gold magnate,

L-R: Chief Justice Conrad Mallet, MI; Chief Justice Ernest Finney, Jr., SC;
Chief Justice Robert Benham, GA; Chief Justice Robert Bell, MD; Chief
Justice Annice Wagner, DC; Chief Justice Charles Freeman, IL; and Atty.
Willie Gary, Stuart, FL
Jesse Jackson, Gen. Colin

ATLANTA, GA - It was
histoiy in the making as Attor Powell, singer and actress
ney Willie E. Gary called Whitney Houston, jazz artist
together on stage the nation’s Synton Marsalis and writer,
producer and singer Kenneth
six black Chief Justices of State
‘Babyface’ Edmonds, among
Supreme Courts.
other celebrities, were treated to
Presenting honors to the
Chief Justices at Turner Broad a night of entertainment and
casting System’s 6th Annual inspiration.
Gary, who was a 1997
Trumpet Awards, Gary, along
with national radio personality Trumpet Award recipient,
Tom Joyner, heralded the spoke of the 6 ground-breaking
accomplishments
of the achievers as ‘giants in the legal
arena’.
nation’s high court leaders.
As the Chief Justices
It was an evening filled
ascended on stage, each in their
with glamor and excitement as
judicial
garb, the audience rose
more than 1,000 invited guests
to its feet with applause. With
and honorees, including Rev.

great pride and elation, Gaiy

starring Will Smith. AHN’s
Prime-time
presentations

hoping that he will front the
money they need to buy and

brought to you by AT&T. Six
Degrees of Separation airs on
WWWB May 29, 1998 at 8

sell a Cezanne painting to
Japanese investors. But the Kit

pjn. and May 30,15 1:00 p.m.
“This film is a look at Will

evening is interrupted by Paul.

tredges’ carefiilly orchestrated

Smith with one of his first

The night is magical. Paul
cooks a memorable meal,

movie breaks,” said Ossie

entertaining his new friends

Davis. “He definitely grew and

with wonderful stories and
impressing them with his wit

matured over the years, espe
cially being on the sitcom
“Fresh Prince of Bel-Air,” he

and connections. He even
promises to cast them as extras
in his father’s film version of

said, “As I stand here tonight,

added.
Paul (Will Smith), a hand

there is comfort and satisfac
tion in knowing that, at the
highest level, our dream is

some and affluent young
African-American
man,

By the time Geoffrey leaves, he

appears at Ouisa and Flan Kit
tredge’s (Stockard Channing,
Oscar nominee and Donald
Sutherland) door, bleeding and

pledges two million dollars to
Flan’s art deal. Rejoicing, the

being protected. Without ques
tion, never before in the history
of this nation, has the progress
of blacks in the judicial system
been more apparent than it is

in need of help. Claiming to

today.”
Gary has invited the 6

know the Kittredge’s children
Woody (Qsgood Perkins) and
Tess (Catherine Kellner), he is

Chief Justices to offer words of

an intriguing young man-

inspiration to the thousands of

smart, polite, charming and
perfectly at home in their

young lawyers who will attend
a reception hosted by his law
firm at his summer’s National
Bar Association Convention in
Memphis, TN.

world. And if Ouisa and Flan
have any reservations' at all
about sharing their evening
with Paul, they cast them aside

tiie Broadway musical “Cats.”
has been so charmed that he

Kittredges insist that Paul their good luck charm - spend
the night in their home.
Early the next morning,
Ouisa hears strange noises
coming from Paul’s room.

Clearly, Paul was not the per- so, they are shocked to discov
Bitering, she discovers Paul in s6n he pretended to be.
er that they are not alone.
bed with a male hustler - a
From this moment on, their
AHN-Prime’s host, Ossie
stranger he has picked up of the brush with danger and the Davis and Ruby Dee, are one
street. Shaken, Ouisa and Flan smooth-talking con man of the entertainment industry’s
order the intruder to leave, becomes a story the Kittredges most well-known and gifted
thanking God their throats repeat to an ever-growing audi couples. Their film, television

50 years.
. AHN’s “Movie of the

were not cut while they slept. ence of socialites and, in doing

since movie-making began.

Month” series is the first and
only feature film package
which focuses on movies
showcasing African-American
actors, producers and directors

and stage careers extend over

Sugar Farmers Support. Jamie Foxx, The Newest Player
Mahaffey Theater
set I have had a chance to work not on the set, you can find
Foxx is bout it, bout it and with a lot of people that I Foxx being a devoted dad to his
there’s no denying it. With a admire like Ron Isley and four-year old daughter. “She’s
the apple of my eye. She calls
popular sitcom, a starring role Gladys Knight’
HOLLYWOOD-Jamie

Foxx says that he is a true and sings nursery rhymes on
fan
of the rapper-tumed-direc- my answering service and tells
sell-out stand-up comedy act,
Jamie’s career is definitely on tor, Iqe Cube. In fact, he still me she loves me.
With so much on his plate,
knows all the words to Cube’s
andpoppin’.
it’s
easy to see why Foxx is a
One of the main reasons “Not Guilty” and has all of the
in the “Players Club, ” and a

that Jamie’s career is reaching NWA’s lyrics committed to
the outer reaches of Holly memory.
Foxx admits that he didn’t
wood’s stratosphere is because
of his veiy popular television see the finished cut of “The
series “The Jamie Foxx Show.” Players Gub” until the night of

player who easily fits into the
club of Hollywood’s elite. You
can catch Jamie every Sunday
night on the WB.

The show has given Foxx a the premier. “I like being sur
wider audience and unprece prised, so I waited.”What’s

L-R: Jacqulyn Schuett, Program Manager; Jai Hinson, Instructor; Jill
Vines, Education and Outreach Coordinator; and Tony Bland, Manager of
SUGARCANE Grants Program.

ST. PETERSBURG-Flori- program provides direct contri

continuing to do so in years to

da sugar farmers recently butions to educational, cultural
announced their support of the and community development
Mahaffey Theater. These funds efforts that benefit the African-

come.”
Barbara Miedema, Manag
er of Public Relations for the

will be utilized to engage a American community in Flori
community liaison to carry out da’s major cities and rural com

Sugar Cane Growers Coopera
tive of Florida also noted, “We

activities to stimulate greater munities. This grants program
support, participation and audi has been responsible for grants
ence levels. The goal of the to Bethune-Cookman College
oiganization is to provide arts and Florida A&M University,
experiences that are accessible as well as numerous communi

are pleased to support oiganiza

to people of diverse ages, abili ty groups throughout Florida.
ties and backgrounds.
Joige Dominicis, Vice Pres
Florida Crystals Sugar and ident of Corporate Affairs for
the Sugar Cane Growers Coop Florida Crystals stated, “We
erative of' Florida fund the have supported many worth

tions which bring the arts to
those not traditionally able to
participate. We are pleased to

next for the versatile comedian,
dented exposure.
“I have a great time on the actor and producer? When he’s
JAMIE FOXX

Spotlites
Spotlites Night Club will be

16th Street So.; St. Petersburg,
Fl. Buffet will be available.

Spotlites

having an open jam session

Happy Hour is offered every

with Kenny Walker on May
24th. The club is located, 1536-

Friday 5-8 p.m., 2 for 1 Draft
beer and 2 for 1 Banana

1536 - 16th Street So.
St. Petersburg, Florida
89,6-1066

ST.PETERSBURGH

-

Daiquiri.

JAZZ IS BACK

continue this support with this
grant to Mahaffey Theater.”
Up to $100,000 in SUG

Fortune Education Foundation
Presents

ARCANE Grants will be

The 6th Annual

awarded this year, mostly at the
$2,500-$5,000 level. Those

statewide grants program called while programs throughout the interested in receiving informa
SUGARCANE-Statewide state over the years. I’m excited tion about future awards can
Uiban Grants and Rural Com about supporting the Mahaffey contact SUGARCANE Grants
munity Assistance Effort. The Theater and look forward to Program Manager Tony Bland
at (407) 352-5288.

AT SPOTLITES

Celebrity Elegance Auction/Dinner
Gala

KENNY WALKER

Saturday, June 27th
Hyatt Regency Downtown

Open Jam Sessions

Reception 6 P.M.
Dinner 7 P.M.

Donation $50.00
Hostess: Barbara "B.J." Smith

Buffet is Available
May 31,1998

WTMP Radio 1150 AM

Entertainment by: Belinda Womack
and Kool Reflektions
Dun Du Dole African Ballet Dancers
Auctioneers:
Kelly Williams, WTSP Channel 10
, and Al Santana, WSJT 94.1 FM
For More Information, Call 936-9090
■[,

Proceeds to benefit the Fortune Education Foundation. 501 (eX3), Scholarship Fund

Happy Hour
Every Friday <5-8 P.m.
2 for 1 DrafT Beer
2 for 1 Banana Daiquiri

We have Good Food
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and all the wonderful work that
ST PETERSBURG-The VvHe Davis, Chairman was
Orange Blossom Cafetena in doing in the community.
h

C *** Wimbish

momino
man ofAAVREC, Issues Commoming where the African mittee and the first AfricanAmerican Voters Research American City Council mem, UCp I01]
mmittee held ber gave closing remarks as she
their first fundraising event.
shared an inspiring little stoiy
^uet room was
o capacity veiy early Saturday morning, wereindividuals representing eveiy facet of

about her daughter while away
at camp; in essence, if we go
down, we’U go down together
and if we rise, we’U rise to the

our

top together - that’s what being

community

gathered,

greeting each other warmly “buddies” is aU about when
with smiles, weU wishes, hugs, we’re in this thing together. It
hand shakes and othercongrat- was brief but had great signifiulatory re-marks.
cance
AAVREC and its
The Master of Ceremony

members continuously work to

was Mr. Vryle Davis, Chair-

provide education and other

ofAAVREC. lhe breakfast began with invocation by

opportunities for this community.

man

Rev. Cal Hopkins, Pastor of
Qosing Prayer was given
Stewart Memorial C.M.E. by Imam Abdul Ali, St. Peteis^elcome ty Inez burg Islamic Community,
McRae, I Link, Inc., Vice AAVREC Treasurer.
Chairperson, AAVREC; the
Occasion given by Doretha

Some of the guest in attendance included: Attorney Daiyl

Jackson, Chairman of Voter

Hanagan, Perkins T. Shelton,

Education, Parent Support
Coordinator ofPineUas County

Joseph Savage, Dr Freddie
McRae, Gene Danzy;

Schools; a wonderful rendition

porter, j w Williams, Watson

ofThe Lord’s Prayer by Jackie

Haynes, Dr. Dwayne Brown,

°°re
While eveiyone
While
everyone prepared
nrenared
to enjoy a wonderful buffet
breakfast, this also provided

Darryl Rouson, Councilman
Fred Burney, David T. Welch,
Vuginia
Muham.

more of an opportunity for participants to mingle and get to

mad Aquil
many othere.
^e
African-American

know more about what
AAVREC is all about and leam

Voters Research Education
Committee was a brainchUd of

..™.

Fillyau>
ku

tFostei.
-

how they could play an impor-

Perkins T. Shelton who also

tant role in helping to encour-

recruited

others

to

come

age and groom our community

aboard. AAVREC’s puipose is

to seek political office and provide financial and other support

t0 bring together a group of citizens, predominately African-

in this worthwhile effort, just

Americans, who are intensely

getting involved to put it sim-

interested in ensuring the par-

PvThe introduction of the

ticipation of African-Americans in the critical processes for

gu^tspeakerwas^given by,

working in unity with other

State Representative, Rudy

organizations for the benefit of

Bradley, District 55, St. Peters-

political appointment, political

buig, 98 Chairman, PineUas
County Legislative Delegation,

decisions, voters education,
voters registration, “Get Out

Rep. Bradley shared how Mr.

the Vote” effort, accountability

Logan had encouraged him in
his political career and helped

political advocacy,
Meetings are held the 2nd

him in making some of the
right choices.
The Speaker for the break-

Saturday of each month from
10:00 am. to 11:30 a.m. at the
Enoch Davis Center located at

fast,

Representative

mi-i8th Avenue South, St.

WiUie Logan, District 103, Opa

Sfete

Petersbuig. Membership fees

Locka,

Speaker

can be discussed with officers.

Designee for the Florida House

former

if you are interested in

of Representatives 1998 deliv-

AAVREC feel free to contact

ered a weU-received and eye-

Doris Swangles at 327-4034 or

opening message. Mr. Logan

write to P.O. Box 15481, St.

explained that we must become

Peteisbuig, FL 33733.

educated voters, proactive
rather than reactive. Rep.
Logan was excited with what

Chairman, Vyrle Davis was
very pleased and did not doubt
for a moment that the turnout

he saw here in St. Petersburg

wouid by nothing less than a
successful event.

Mid Peninsula
Seafood
Markgfc & Resfcauranfc
327-0309 325-&3O9
400 49th Street So.
St, Petersburg, FL
Open: Mon.-Sat. 11am-9pm
Sunday,,. Gone Fishin1

Family Owned and
Operated Over 20 Years
We Specialize in
Take-Out Food
Call-In Orders Encouraged

QUESTION:

How can I feed a gang of
people without spending a
ton of money?

ANSWER

Bucket of Fish
Box of Shrimp
Combo Box
(fish, Shrimp & clams)

$6.99
$10.99
$11.99

709 Gu£t IVou
367-9500
• Hiahwic Pnss-fl Gtiff • 2 Utfe Soutli Of

NOW OPEN
Sunday Brunch

Doh

Cem • CewiOfc 8th flvcHtte & Gufi lUay •

IFBff j *50OOFF
iDRAFT BfeRTiNNfR FOB 2
i Upstates 0k&) iDwwtstotes On£y
i

19&OFF

I

PfSIDeMT & I
SeNiOS tiSCOllNT I

LOCH

Upstates & Dwwtsbtes

[Valid wilh Weekly Challenger Coupon Only, j Valid with Weekly Challenger Coupon Only. Valid with Weekly Challenger Coupon Only, j
Expires 6/21/98
t
Expires 6/21/98
Expires 6/21//98

............ ... ..........................

UPSTAIRS

DOWNSTAIRS

Cwu4 Dining in a CanBean
Atapbte
UW-Sun
Mtlwic Reggae Beack

FUte Diniug at ib Beal in a
CadiuC AhWwpkm
UW-Suu Jazz

• Siuwet H«(>l»y Howt Specials& fruuiei Specials •

i
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Ocala
Final Rites

St. Pete
Final Rites

COLEMAN, MARION
DAWKINS,
RUTH
MAE-passed to a better
place o May 11,1998. Sur
vivors include a son,
Charles Cohen and wife,
Frances; granddaughter,
Donccha Tillman; grand
son, Charles Cohen, Jr.;
great grand Shaneeka Jackson; three nieces, Linda
Dennis, Joyce Robinson
and Delores Green; nine
nephews, one uncle and
many cousins, great nieces,
great nephews and sorrow
ing
friends.
Services
arranged by Creal Funeral
Home, St Petersburg FL

God Knows
Best
Our Father knows
what’s best for us
So why should we
complain
We always want the
sunshine,
But He knows there
must be rain
and so He tests us
often with sickness
and with pain.
Not to hurt or punish
us, but so that we
may gain strength
To meet with courage
Life’s troubles,
trials and sorrow,
Knowing there awaits
us the
Joy of God’s

ANTON, “TAWNY”-was

WALLACE,

THRASHER, LEOLApassed recently. Her sur
vivors include a step son,
Rodney Swain; four sisters
Ruth Jones (William), Estel
la Reid, Juanita Mincy and
Nellie Alexander; three sis
ters -in-law Nora Williams
(Clinton), Henri Williams
(Charlie), Grace Williams
(Luke) and a host of nieces,
nephews, a special cousin;
three God children, Rev.
Wayne G. Thompson,
Paulette L. Williams and
Bruce Walker. Funeral ser
vices arranged by Creal
Funeral Home, St. Peters
buig, FL

JOAN

ANN-lett us for a greater
home on May 15,1998. She
leaves to cherish her memo
ries her husband, Otis Carl
ton Wallace; mother, Ber
nice Thompson; sons Clif
ford Clark, Jr., Alvin N.
dark, Malcolm S. Clark,
Anthony J. Seimon; broth
ers, James Copper, Ricky
Dixon, Kim Thompson,
Walter Thompson; sisters
Sandra Cunningham, Betty
Sermon, Rita Thompson
and a hast of other loving
family and friends-Funeral
services arranged by Creal
Funeral Home, St. Peters-

Gainesville
Final Rites

called home to glory on
May 19,1998. He leaves to
cherish his memories his
mother, Nadine Woods;
fether, Garfield Coleman,
Sr.;
sisters
Shelby
McCracken, Janell Woods,
Tawanda Coleman, Laronda Coleman, Valerie Cole
man, Renee Coleman and
Chanwana Coleman; broth
ers, Garfield Coleman, W,
Tyrone, Kenneth, John
Garfield, Jr. Keithan and
James Colemen and Keith
lllinwillllHaHIIIIMBHMIHIIIHinHIl

BELL,
ROSA
“TENSEY” HARRISPERRY
MURRAYpassed recently. She leaves
to mourn an adopted sister,
Mother Idella Hall; two
nephews, Timothy Hall and
Alvin
Hall;
devoted
cousins, Diana Williams
Evertice Cole; devoted
friends, Mrs. D Missionary,
Carolyn Eason and a host of
others who sorrow her
death. Funeral arrange
ments provided by Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville,
FL

How wonderful are the
works of the Lord, espe
cially His creation, man
kind. The miracle of
birth...the look of awe on
a child’s face...the beau
ty of enduring love...
these are all revelations
of that Spirit which cre
ated each and every one
of us. How often do you
think of thanking God
for all that He has given

tomorrow.

NUNN,
ALONZOpassed May 13, 1998. He
leaves to mourn his passing
a devoted mother, Mrs.
Roxie Nunn; the mother of
his children, Geneva Nunn;
four daughters, Alicia
Smigh (Ricardo), Roxanne
Nunn (Mark), Michelle
Redding (Derrell), and Layonta Nunn; five sisters,
Johnnie Mae Washington,
Shirley Rodriguez, Wanda
Hillard (Vernon), Gloria
Powell (Clarence) and Bar
bara Hagins (Rev. Dennis);
two brothers, Phillip; Smith
and Reginald Nunn (Jen
nifer); four grandchildren
and a host of sorrowing
nieces, nephews, cousins
and sorrowful fiiends. He
also leaves a very special
friend, Sherry McKinnon.
Funeral services arranged
by
Summers
Funeral
Home, Ocala, FL

Bracey; his grandmother,
Elizabeth Brown; grandfa
ther, Johnnie Lee Coleman,
Sr. and a host of aunts,
uncles, nieces, nephews,

cousins and sorrowing
friends. Funeral services
arranged by Cunningham
Funeral Home, Ocala, FL

l

TERRY,

RICHARD-

passed May 18, 1998. He
leaves to cherish his memo
ries his wife, LaVeme
Mullins Terry; three daugh
ters, Sheila A. Everett (Rev.
Charles), Veronica E. King
(Michael) and Lawanna C.
Laster (Restageo); father,
Rev. Alpress Terry; two
brothers, Earl and Alvin
Terry; two sisters, Annie
Bell Lane and Geneatha T.
Johnson (Rev. Calvin); five
grandchildren; four aunts; a
devoted friend, Otis Jones
and a host of nephews,
nieces, cousins and many
sorrowing friends. Funeral
services arranged by Sum
mers Funeral Home, Ocala,
FL

STONE,

EDWARD

LOUIS-departed this life
recently. He leaves to mourn
his passing and to cherish
his memories of his life, his
mother, Agnes Stone; two
sons, Edwaid,Jr. and Der
rick Demetrius; his daughter
Tonja Motaka; three sisters,
Alice, Baibara and Bonnie;
twelve grandchildren and a
host or relatives and friends.
Funeral services arranged
by Cunningham ’s Chapel of
Faith, Ocala, FL

Resurrection
When my
numbered days have
ended and I’ve
reached the farther
shore friends and
loved ones There will
greet me who have
journeyed on before.
And I’ll see
my blest Redeemer
Wondrous Savior,
Guide and friend, And
together we’ll all
journey through the
ages without end.

I am home in Heaven, dear ones
Oh so happy and so bright
there is perfect joy and beauty
In this eerlasting light
All the pain and grief is over
Every restless tossing passed
I am now at peace forever
Every restless tossing passed
I am now at peace forever
Safety home in Heaven at last.

■—CUNNINGHAM'S1.

"It’s all taken care of’

Funeral Home HA.
“Your Friends Who Care”
&

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
ofher funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for--it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings—What a peace of
mind.

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

“Quality and Service”

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D. • Charfes S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue
P.O. Box 592
Gainesville, FL 32602

(352) 372-2537
(352) 377-6128
Fax: (352) 377-5678

Great Funeral
Homes
Young's
Funeral
Home

Seventh Avenue Chapel
1940 7th Avenue SOuth
St Petersburg, Ft 33712
896-2602

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE
A.L CUNNINGHAM

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5353

732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

summers Funeral Home
"Par»bnallzed with the Utmost Dignity,

Dr M.L. King St Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L. King Street SOUth
st; Petersburg, FL 33705

Confidence and Understanding.”
Limousine Rental Service

A Full Service .Firm
351-0566
2239 NW 10th St.
Ocala

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street

(Comer So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

_

Arrangement Plan

Burial Service * Funeral Service
CrematiOn Service • Shipping Service

Clearwater, FL

442-2388

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can gurantee the future price at today's cost.

Serving From TWoConvenient Locations

Ullle T. Shelton LF.D.
Alvis Summers L.F.D.
Notary Public

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

WHEN ONLY MEMORIES REMAIN...
LET THEM BE BEAUTIFUL.

6RIEF BREAKS HEARTS'
r

"Blessed arc they that mount:

We believe that each service
should be rendered reflecting
the beauty of one's life.

fbr they shall be comforted "
Matthew 5M

Rendering this type of service is not
only a priority, but a reflection of a

The Healing Power ofthe Funeral:

CARING STAFF.

J * Brtngs family and friends together for support.
| • Acknowledges the Hfe Wved by « loved-one.

* Encourages the expression of feelings and emotions.
* Supports the value of religion through ceremonlet.
’A Zion HUI PIOfiTUACY SOMKX HOPS
TO HCND THOSC 8SOIO HCAfcTV ‘

Dwayne E. MattJLJF.D

1534 - 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

328-0466

Zton |?ill Mortuary St Petersburg, Florid*. 33707

894-2266
Taking Time to Serve Others
Jerome B. Smith, President-L.F.D. • Hubert C. Reynolds Jr. Family Service Counselor-L.F.D.
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
City of St. Petersburg
FACILITY OPERATIONS
SUPERVISOR
(Bayfront Center)
$28,725 - $42,411
Closing date 6-5-98

CONSOLIDATED PLAN tor FY 1998/99
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY/LEGAL NOTICE
City of St. Petersburg, Florida

PROPOSED STATEMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
OBJECTIVES AND PROJECTED USE OF FY 1998/99 PROGRAM FUNDS
pi

I" aCC?rn,anc? WHh

r>eterst>urg's Citizen Participation Plan, the purpose of this Notice is to provide a summary of the proposed Consolidated

an Annual Plan for FY, 1998/99 with respect to proposed sources and uses of funds, and objectives to be achieved; and to inform all interested par
ties about opportunities to review and comment on the proposed Plan.
For Fiscal Year 1999, the City anticipates receiving, from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the following
resources: $2,959,000 in Community Development Block Grant funds, $1,281,000 in HOME Investment Partnership funds, and $118,000 in Emergency
e ter/-*rant funds. In addition, the City expects to receive an estimated $1,523,100 in State Housing Initiatives Partnership funds, and intends to reallocate $600,000 of its own Housing Capital Project Fund. It is also estimated that $953,000 in program income, another $1,395,967 in reprogramma
ble prior year funds, and $2,838,677 in committed prior year funds from all sources will be available to address housing and community development
needs identified in the Plan, and achieve the following objectives:
• To upgrade the existing housing stock through Property Maintenance Code enforcement and by encouraging the rehabilitation of substandard owner. occupied homes and rental apartments, and the development of new homes and apartments to meet emerging demand.
• To assist in providing homeownership opportunities for eligible homebuyers through direct downpayment assistant, interest subsidies or loan guaran
tees to leverage affordable first mortgages.
• To eliminate blight and assist in meeting the housing needs of eligible homebuyers and renters by encouraging for- and non-profit housing develop
er
acquire and renovate or reconstruct existing vacant and boarded homes, or develop new homes on vacant sites in the Working to Improve our
Neighborhood (WIN) and Challenge 2001 target areas.
•

lhe Hual'ty of life for all residents by providing improved services and facilities, including public improvements in WIN and Challenge
2001 neighborhoods.
.
°r
■• To encourage the provision of supportive housing and services for the homeless and others with special needs, and assist in expanding social/public
services in the community.
• To support the creation of employment opportunities for low- and moderate-income persons; and encourage the renovation of deteriorated commer
cial and industrial areas.
• To affirmatively further fair housing and address impediments to fair housing choice.
To achieve these objectives, the following projects are proposed to be funded from the above resources, including program ’income, and reallo
cated and carry-over funds:
>
& r &

City of St. Petersburg
OFFICE SYSTEMS ASSIS
TANT
(Economic

Development

Administration)
Part-Time 24 - 30 Hours Per

Responsible professional/supervisory work in the coordi
nation of all aspects of
events at the Bayfront Center
from the time they are
booked until their conclusion
and in the supervision of all
other Event Coordinators
and the Parking Supervisor.

Week
Salary $7.68 Per Hour .

Prefer graduation from an
accredited four-year college
or university with major
course work in public rela
tions, education/training or a
related field with two years
experience as a house man
ager or event coordinator of
a single or multiple building
complex, one year of which
should be in a supervisory
capacity OR any equivalent
combination of education
and experience. Residency

ment. Hours will be Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from

General clerical, data entry
and office support work
involving the skilled opera
tion of a typewriter, CRT ter
minal, word processor and/or
other assigned office equip

8:00 am - 5:00 pm.
Prefer high school gradua
tion or possession of a GED
Certificate with considerable
clerical and public contact
experience. Must have expe
rience with WordPerfect 6.1
or equivalent software pro

• Housing Rehabilitation - Direct Loans:....................... ...................... ........................................................................................... ................ $2,755 645
To provide rehabilitation loans to very low-, low-, moderate- and middle-income homeowners to correct code violations, carry-out lead-based paint
abatement, energy efficiency, or disabled retrofit improvements, and make general property improvements including exterior repairs needed to com
ply with codes and/or prepare for the Paint St. Pete Proud Program (city-wide). This project is expected to provide up to 345 loans for low- and mod
erate-income homeowners.

(

• Housing Rehabilitation - Loan Guarantees:..................................................................

........................... ................................................. $ 507,252
To provide loan guarantees to assist 4-3 homeowners earning up to 150% of the median family income, adjusted for family size, to obtain affordable

PLANNER I ,
$28,038 - $41,267
Closing date 6-5-98
Professional and technical
work in the development
division of the Planning
Department.

private lender loans to correct code violations and/or make general property improvements (city-wide).

• Operation Paintbrush:.......................................................................................................... .............................................................................$

35 qqq
To provide paint and painting supplies to low- and moderate-income households who agree to paint the exterior of their homes (city-wide). This pro
ject is expected to provide 100% benefit to an estimated 200 low- and moderate-income homeowners.

• Homebuyer Assistance:.............................................................................................................................

....................................
972 570
To provide interest-free second mortgages, interest subsidies, or loan guarantees to assist eligible homebuyers to purchase pre-renovated or new homes,
°r 1° acquire and rehabilitate existing vacant homes. This project is expected to assist an estimated 96 low- and moderate-income homebuyers city
wide; and another 20 homebuyers earning up to 120%, and 20 earning up to 150% of the median family income, adjusted for family size in the WIN
and Challenge 2001 target areas.

• Police Housing Program:............................................................................................................................................................ ..

$ 150 000
To provide interest rate buy-downs and Ioan guarantees to assist sworn police officers to buy and rehabilitate or reconstruct vacant and boarded prop
erties, or acquire pre-renovated or new infill homes in the WIN and Challenge 2001 target areas. It is estimated that 10 police officers will take advan
tage of this program in FY 1999.

• Housing Recycling/Blight Elimination:....................................................... ................. .................... ......................................................... $1,450,000
To acquire and rehabilitate, or provide affordable direct loans or loan guarantees to for-profit and non-profit.affordable housing developers to buy and
rehabilitate or reconstruct vacant and boarded,properties, or acquire vacant sites and build new infill homes for subsequent sale to eligible households.
This project is expected to result in the recycling of at least.50 properties for eligible homebuyers, including 30 in the City's WIN and Challenge 2001

Must possess a B.A. in plan
ning or architecture, plus two
years experience or Master's
Degree with emphasis on
design skills. Must have
good oral and written com
munication skills and experi
ence dealing with citizens
anc} developers. Must also
have computer skills and
possess and maintain a valid
State of Florida driver's
license. Residency Require

Notice is hereby given that the City of St. Petersburg is consid
ering an amendment to the Consolidated Plan for FY 1997/98 to
reallocate $171,000 in unexpended HOME funds from Intown
Housing to Affordable Multi-family Housing development for
low- and moderate-income households city-wide; and the
remaining balance of the HOME funds budgeted for homebuyer
assistance - or $241,550, to continue to provide direct
Rehabilitation Assistance Program (RAP) loans to low- and
moderate-income home owners city-wide for the balance of the
fiscal year.
The City Council of the City of St. Petersburg will hold a public
hearing to receive comments on the proposed amendment on
Thursday, June 4, 1998 beginning at or about 9:00 AM, in the
City Council Chambers in City Hall at 175 Fifth Street North, St.
Petersburg, Written comments on the proposed amendment may
be submitted to Housing and Neighborhood Improvement, One
Fourth Street North, Ninth Floor, or P.O. Box 2842, St.
Petersburg, Florida 33731 by 4:00 PM on June 3,1998. For addi
tional information concerning this notice, please contact 8937247.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OFTHE
COURTS
Sixth Judicial Circuit

gram.

Court Program Specialists (2) - provide procedur

Requirement
Applications will be received

HOUSING ACTIVITIES:

PUBLIC NOTICE

in the Employment Office,
One Fourth Street North, 4th
Floor
on
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays
Only through June 5, 1998.

FISCAL ASSISTANT I City
of .
Gulfport.
Responsible
clerical
&
accounting work in the
preparation/maintenance of
statistical & fiscal records &
reports. Skill in use of PC
Office/Word/Excell required,
knowledge of HTE-AS/400
desirable. Background/drug
screenings conducted. Entry
$9.93 Hrly. Applications
accepted 2401 53 St. So.
E.O.E.

ment

al information and forms to unrepresented litigants
in family law cases, screen for service eligibility.
Req. bachelors degree and one yr. customer service
exper. or equiv. combo. Salary-$2,044/mo. No bene
fits. Positions located Clwr. and St. Pete.
Applications only by June 5. Available at:
- Old Courthouse, 324 S. Ft. Harrison Ave., Rm, 102,
Clearwater
- Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N.; 3rd fir.,
Rm. H3004 (Fiscal Office) Clearwater
- County Building, 150 Fifth St. N., Rm. 223 (Alt.
Dispute), St. Petersburg
- Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco
Judicial Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port Richey
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a
disability requiring a special accommodation to par
ticipate in the application process should call 813464-4646.

target areas.

• Community Housing Development Organization Projects:......................................................................................

............................ $ 751,600
To provide mandated funding to enable the City's certified Community Housing Development Organizations - Neighborhood Housing Services of St.
Petersburg, Mt. Zion Human Services - Project Genesis, and Pinellas Affordable Living to recycle or develop at least 15 affordable housing units for
low- and moderate-income homebuyers and/or tenants.

•Affordable Multi-family Projects:................................................................................................. .............................................................. .. .$1 m

700
To assist Echelon International to develop Baybridge Apartments - a 228 unit affordable rental complex to be located at 11199 Fourth Street North;
Abilities of Florida to develop six apartments for the mobility impaired at 520 10th Street North in the Uptown neighborhood; and Pinellas Village
to repaint their 106 unit apartment complex for single parents at 8384 Bayou Boardwalk just north of the City. Other potential projects may include
the development of 31 new units at the 46 unit Hidden Cove complex at 3910 34th Avenue South, the conversion of the Ramada Inn - a 200 unit ALF
at 1-275 and 54th Avenue North, and others to be determined.

COMMUNITY/ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES:
• Challenge 2001 Economic Development Initiatives:....................................................................................................................................... $

739,000
To fund projects that focus on economic development, services including employment readiness training, and job creation in the Challenge 2001 and
22nd Street South Revitalization areas.

Interested persons should
submit a cover letter and
resume to the Employment
Office, P.O. Box 2842, St.
Petersburg,
FL
33731.
Preference in appointment
will be extended to eligible
veterans
and,
in
some
instances, spouses of eligible
veterans. To receive veteran's
preference, documentation
of status must be submitted
at time of application.

ClTY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

• Happy Workers Day Care:....................................................................................... Pledge

Future Funds as Challenge Grant
To facilitate fund raising for the rehabilitation/expansion of a day care center at 902 19th Street South in the Challenge 2001 area's Melrose/Mercy
neighborhood.

' Head Start:.....................................

...............................................................................................................................................................$ 20,000
To provide funding to enable Pinellas County Head Start to pave and landscape the parking area at its day care facility at 1900 12th Street South in
the Challenge 2001 area. This project is expected to provide 100% benefit to low- and moderate-income persons.

• Louise Graham Regeneration Center:.............................................................................................................................................................. $

140,000
To enable the Louise H. Graham Regeneration Center to complete property improvements at its existing facility at 2301 3rd Avenue South in the
Challenge 2001 area. This project is expected to provide 100% benefit to low- and moderate-income persons.

• Mercy Hospital Project:........................................ ................................................................... ......................................................................... $

100,000
To provide funding for the relocation and historic preservation of the Mercy Hospital building currently located at 1310 22nd Street South in the
Challenge 2001 area.

• St. Petersburg Certified Development Corporation:....................................................... ..............................................................................$

250,000
To use program income to provide small business loans, including 50% of funds to Challenge 2001 area businesses, to create a minimum of 25 jobs
for low- and moderate-income persons.

• Small Business Development Center:..........................

...................
................... ............................. ............ ....................... $ 61,000
To continue and complete the development of the Small Business Development Center located at 1001 16th Street South in the Challenge 2001 area:

• Streetscape Improvements:.........

................................................................................................................................................................ $ 159,597
To fund New Orleans style streetscape/landscape/lighting improvements along 22nd Street South between 5th and 22nd Avenues South in the
Challenge 2001 area.

• YMCA:............................ .......................................................... ....................................................................... .......................$

40,000
To enable the Young Mens' Christian Association to acquire and clear title to two vacant lots at 585 and 587 25th Avenue South in the Challenge 2001
area's Harbordale neighborhood; and to procure architectural services for the development of a community center for the Y-Achievers Program. This
project is expected to provide a minimum 51% benefit to low-and moderate-income persons.

HOMELESS/SPECIAL NEEDS ACTIVITIES:
•Advocates for Shelter Action/Policy, Inc.:.............

LICENSING SPECIAL
IST to monitor child care
facilities to ensure compli
ance with minimum licens
ing regulations, provide
training, technical assistance
and consultation, four years
bachelor's degree required,
12 credit hours in early
childhood education. Two
years experience in licens
ing, child care, teaching or
related fields; access to reli
able transportation. Hiring
range
$20,280-$25,350.
Applications/Resumes
to
Personnel, Juvenile Welfare
Board, 6698 68th Ave. N.,
Pinellas Park, Fl. 33781-

5j060. EOE Closing Date for
............................................................................................. ............................. ............ $

43,120
To enable ASA/P to acquire and renovate a duplex at 429/431 11th Avenue South to provide transitional housing for homeless families; and provide
operating support for the agency's emergency shelter and service center for homeless persons at 421-437 11th Avenue South in the Roser Park neigh
borhood ofthe Challenge 2001 area. This project is expected to leverage $25,570, and provide 100% benefit to low- and moderate-income persons.

•Alpha,Inc.:........................................................... ............................... .............................................................................................................. $

223,670
To enable Alpha, Inc. to renovate and operate 12 apartments at 1102-1130 9th Avenue North in the Uptown neighborhood to provide transitional sup
portive housing for homeless pregnant young women and new mothers with children. This project is expected to leverage $60,000 from other sources
and provide 100% benefit to low- and moderate-income persons.

• Family Resources, Inc.:.................................................. .................................................................................................................................. $

30,400
To enable Family Resources, lnc. to operate a voice mail system for homeless persons throughout the City of St. Petersburg. This project is expect
ed to leverage $54,000 from other sources and provide 100% benefit to low- and moderate-income persons.

• Mustard Seed Foundation/Inn:........................................................................................................ .............................................................. $

25,310
To provide operating expenses for Mustard Seed Inn's 64 bed transitional housing facility to dually diagnosed homeless persons at 2510 Central
Avenue in the Challenge 2001 area's Palmetto Park neighborhood. This project is expected to leverage $355, i 50 from other sources and provide 100%

Position 5:00 PM June 29,
1998 (Resumes will be
reviewed
in
Human
Resources every two weeks
until Position is filled).

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MARINA
FUEL/RAMP
ATTENDANT - City of
Gulfport. Part-time working
weekends
&
holidays.
Assisting with boat fueling,
boat ramp and Marina store.
Background/drug screenings
conducted. Entry $6.72 hrly.
Applications accepted 2401

PRESCRIPTIONS

neighborhood. This project is expected to leverage $32,120 from other sources and provide 100% benefit to low- and moderate-income persons.

SAVINGS tuS80%

• People of Color Aids Coalition:................. .............................................................................................,.............. ................ .......... ............ $

293,000
To enable the People of Color Aids Coalition to acquire and renovate a property at 861 6th Avenue South in the Challenge 2001 area to serve as an
office, food bank and counseling center for persons with AIDS or who are HIV positive. This project is expected to leverage $195,225 from other
sources and provide 100% benefit to low- and moderate-income homeless persons.

• YWCA of Tampa Bay:........................................................... ............................................................................................................................ $

31,600
To provide operating support to Tampa Bay YWCA for its Family Village emergency shelter at 429 6th Avenue South in the Challenge 2001 area.
This project is expected to leverage $226,930 from other sources and provide 100% benefit to low- and moderate-income homeless persons.

PROGRAM SUPPORT ACTIVITIES:
.................................. ..................... ..................... .................................................................... $

48,950

To provide administrative funding for a Fair Housing Compliance Officer.

•CHDO Operations:... , ,

.............. .. ........................• • • • • • ■ ■ • • • • • • ............ ........... ................................................................. .$ 190,380
To provide operating support for the City's Community Housing Development Organizations (note: includes $126,330 in carryover funds).

• Tampa Bay Community Development Corporation:......... .............................................

............................................. .....$

50,000
To enable the Tampa Bay Community Development Corporation to open a St. Petersburg branch of the Homebuyers Club, and provide credit repair
services to another 125+ potential homebuyers.

• Rehabilitation Program Operations:..................... ...............................

$15 Mth Household - $9 Mth
Individual. Pre-Established Rates.
Oral Exam $5. X-Rays $15. Teeth
Cleaning $15. Fillings - Amalgam
$20, Composite $35, Sedative $20.
Extraction $35. Root Canal Anterior $195, Bicuspid $250.
Porcelain Crown $395. Dentures Upper or Lower $450. Braces Children $1850, Adults $1950.
• Over 200 Dental Procedures.
Cosmetic Dentistry & Specialists.
•Over 12,000 Optical Providers.
Eye Exams & Surgery.
• Over 35,000 Pharmacy Locations.

-Over 10,000 Per Month JoiningMember Or Sales Details Mailed.

................. .......... .............

.................................... ............ $

554,790

To provide operating expenses related to implementing the city's rehabilitation programs.

• General Administration:................................................. ........................................................................................

..................... ............ $

929,160

(an) 866-8106

To provide administration and planning expenses for Consolidated Plan programs.

Large (over 1200 sq. ft.) clean, older
home PLUS 2 additional buildable lots.
Home has CH/A, fireplace, newer appli
ances. 2-car garage. Make an offer
$69,900. 4719 - 5th Ave. S. Ask for
Caroline or Dale Partridge. (813) 3976666, Ext, 416. Century 21 Grant
■
Realty.
$165 PER HR.
For information send $12
PROVEN SUCCESS
707 W. SUNSHINE
BOX 243
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65807

CAR-JACKIN

-Tl

Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
CALL

CARPENTER
NEAT IN
APPEARANCE
SKILLED IN ALL
PHASES
(FLOORING A PLUS)
CALL 864-4646

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

Want To Buy A Home?
Not Sure You Can Qualify?
Need Help With Down Payment?

$500 FREE GROCERY
COUPONS OF YOUR
CHOICE FOR TRYING
OUR MEDICAL PLAN

5,000
To provide case management services for a 12 bed transitional housing facility for homeless persons at 1321 9th Street North in the Crescent Lake

LOTS OF VALUE

53 St. So. E.O.E.

Here is how we can help you!
✓ 100% FINANCING AVAILABLE and
✓ CLOSING COST ASSISTANCE
on this house:

DENTAL-VISION

benefit to low- and moderate-income persons.

• Mustard Seed Foundation/Senior Resident Center:.......................................... ......................................................... ....................................$

• Human Relations Department:...........

UTILITY
SERVICE
WORKER
City
of
Gulfport. Responsibilities
include maintenance and
repair of water and sewer
lines and pumping stations. 3
yrs.
Exp.
Preferred.
Background/drug screenings
conducted. Entry $8.58 hrly.
Applications accepted 2401
53 St. So. E.O.E.

Large 3-Bedroom, 1 Bath, Family Room,
Dining Room, Central Heat and Air, New Roof,
Hardwood Floors, Excellent Location
LOCATION: 1542 - 39th St. So. - "MUST SEE"

Call John at 681-0066!
St. Peter sburg Junior C ollege
Job Opportunities
CONSTRUCTION TRADESWORKER
HS Diploma/GED & four years experience in one or more construction trades. Experience with framing, hanging & finishing
sheetrock. CDL Class "D" Horida Driver License required. Basic knowledge tests required with application. For this position only, candidates should
apply in person to: Human Resources, St. Petersburg Junior College, 8580 66th St N, Pinellas Park, between 8:00am-2:30pm, Mon-Fri.

Deadline:

June 5,1998

WIN target area:

All or part of Census Tracts 201.01, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.95, 210.95, 212.95, 213, 214, 216.95, 218.95, 219.95, 220,
229.01, 234, 235, 236 and 237.

INFORMATION SERVICES LIBRARIAN
St. Petersburg Junior College is seeking a professional librarian to work directly with students & faculty in identifying their information needs, &

Challenge 2001 Target Area:

From 4th to 34th Street between Central and 30th Avenue South.

The proposed program as, outlined above totals $11,668,744. No displacement will result from the implementation of these projects. However,
Relocation and Replacement Housing Plans are developed as required and are available for review at the offices of the St. Petersburg Housing and
Neighborhood Improvement Division (see address, below); as are the Citizen Participation and Consolidated Plans and Performance Reports.

Hospice
OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

A thirty day period has been established for the purpose of obtaining comments and suggestions from the general public on the Consolidated Plan.
To this end, a copy of the Plan will be available for review, as of May 25, 1998, at the St. Petersburg City Hall Action Center (175 5th Street North),

A Unique Profession!!

the city's Housing and Neighborhood Improvement Division (One 4th Street North-9th Floor), and at each of the City's five open Library branches and

Hands-on care ofthe

the other locations listed below:

■ Main Library: 3745 9th Avenue North: St. Petersburg, Florida;
■ Azalea Branch: 7801 22nd Avenue North; St. Petersburg, Florida;
■ Johnson Branch @ Enoch Davis Center: 1111 18th Avenue South; St. Petersburg, Florida;
■ Mirror Lake Branch: 280 5th Street North; St. Petersburg, Florida;
■ South Branch: 1201 Country Club Way South; St. Petersburg, Florida:
■ Iordan Park Resource Center: 1201 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida; and
■ City Hall in the Mall @ Tyrone Mall: 6901 22nd Avenue North; St. Petersburg, Florida
Comments may be made in writing to the city's Housing and Neighborhood Improvement Division at One, 4th Street North; St. Petersburg, Florida
33701 (phone: 893-7247) until June 29, 1998; or at a Public Hearing hosted by the Housing Subcommittee of City Council, scheduled for July 14, 1998
itt 3'00 PM at City Hall (175 5th Street North; St, Petersburg, Florida 33701). All comments will be compiled and submitted to the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) with the Consolidated Plan.

terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs

assisting them in locating, retrieving & evaluating traditional & electronic resources. Will assist in development of services for distance learnina
students & in providing instruction in information competency. Master’s degree in library science or library & information science from an ALA
accredited program required. Candidates must hove in-depth knowledge of electronic & traditional reference resources & trends, experience in
online searching & web pages,& development & management, and excellent communication skills required.

Deadline: July 10,1998

COORDINATOR, ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
Bachelor's degree in related area; Master's preferred. Ability to coordinate a strategic, collegewide recruitment effort & to develop & maintain
strategies to build enrollment. Exc. computer skills w/ proficiency in MS Word/Excel, Access or Filemaker Pro, & PowerPoint Knowledge of
student services policies & procedures & of marketing & direct mail in a college environment. Strong analytical skills & customer seivice
. background. Exc. communication, interpersonal & supervisory skills.

Deadline: Jane 5,1998

PROJECT COORDINATORS
National Terrorism Preparedness institute. Bachelor's degree in Emergency Administration & Planning. Specific knowledge concerning assigned

(FL License Required)

subject-matter orea (e.g. Weapons of Moss Destruction [WMD], Nuclear, Biological, Chemical, militia I dissident groups). Knowledge and pbilitv
to recoqnize trends & developments in related fields or Sciences and technologies impacting, on assigned orea of responsibility Knowledge of

& HHA./CNAs

principles, concepts, ond methodologies of disaster management of WMD incidents. Excellent computer skills to include Win 95, MS Office, Adobe
Acrobat & Exchange, and Netscape lnternet/search engine proficiency. Excellent communication skills. NOTE: These positions ate dependent on

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

grantfunding.

Deadline: June 12,1998

To oddIv for all positions except Construction Trodesworker: Request on employment application bye-moil est on employment application by email (fronqueiroh@email.spjc.cc.fl.us), FAX (813) 341-3223, or Phone (813) 341-33111 & return it >with a cover letter &
resume by stated deadline to:

Human Resources, St. Petersburg Junior College, 8580 66th St N, Pinellas Park FL 33781.

EOE.
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In A Hurry?
Nothing’s faster than W-D Brand® Beef on the grill.
Shop our Beef Sale...
While Your At The Marketplace.

WINN

DIXIE

America’s Supermarket3

www.winndixie.com
PRICES AND ITEMS GOOD WEDNESDAY, MAY 27 THROUGH TUESDAY. JUNE 2.1998
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1998 - WINN-DIXIE STORES, INC. TAMPA DIVISION

